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D smoothed waxing Friday. The of him as able to him his from a street. He with his him was PAWS was able to contac his the owner expressed that he was afraid to reloc his to a shelter because he knew unsocialized dogs were killed. PAWS admitted Drake and sent him to K-9 University for socialization and confidence building. He is now known as one of the most sociable boys in town. 

Drake is now part of our community bank family. You and your pet can be too. 

Be part of our family.
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Special Events
Visit www.pawschicago.org for Event Registration

July 11, 6-10 pm
All Paws on Deck Beach Party
Castaways
North Avenue Beach Boathouse

November 16
Fur Ball
Drake Hotel

September 8
Open House at the
Adoption & Humane Center
1997 N. Clybourn Avenue

September 30
Run for Their Lives
8k Run/4k Walk
West end of North Avenue
Pedestrian Bridge, Lincoln Park

Adoption Events

June 10, 12 - 4 pm
10th Annual Angels with Tails
Adoptions on Michigan Avenue and Oak Street

June 24, 12 - 4 pm
Adoptions at PETCO
2000 N. Clybourn Avenue

June 30, 12 - 4 pm
Adoptions at the Down Town Dog
57 E. Scranston Avenue, Lake Bluff

July 1, 12 - 3 pm
Adoptions at Bloomingdale's
Oakbrook Center (Home & Furniture Store), Oakbrook

July 8, 12 - 3 pm
Adoptions at Macy’s
Woodfield Center, Schaumburg

July 15, 12 - 3 pm
Adoptions at Bloomingdale's
Old Orchard Center, Skokie

July 22, 12 - 4 pm
Adoptions at PETCO
2000 N. Clybourn Avenue

August 5, 12 - 3 pm
Adoptions at Bloomingdale’s
Oakbrook Center (Home & Furniture Store), Oak Brook

August 12, 12 - 3 pm
Adoptions at Macy’s
Woodfield Center, Schaumburg

August 19, 12 - 3 pm
Adoptions at Bloomingdale’s
Old Orchard Center, Skokie

August 26, 12 - 4 pm
Angels with Tails
Adoptions on Armitage Avenue and Halsted Street
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Campbell (Cams for short) is a wonderful, 8 year-old Jack Russell Terrier. But don’t let her breed fool you! Her mood is a bit more relaxed and calm than the typical Jack Russell. She is very sweet and extremely loving, just looking for an owner to curl up on the couch with and give her the occasional session of fetch. She has lived with cats before and is quite smitten with them. However, if she lives with another dog, she would prefer one that is as calm. Campbell is waiting at PAWS Chicago to start her new life with you.

Galveston

Galveston is a curious little 4 year-old grey tabby who loves to play with fake mice. He does well with other cats and would be a great addition to any home looking to add a gentle new family member.

Spanky

Spanky is a 1 year-old Terrier mix with a happy-go-lucky demeanor and lots of energy. Before he came to PAWS, Spanky was found abandoned in a warehouse. Undersocialized and very thin, PAWS Chicago has been nursing him back to health and he is now ready to go into his forever home. Because of his age and energy, he would definitely benefit from continued training. His high energy might overwhelm small children, so he would do best in a family without children under ten.

Bjork

Relaxing and lap-sitting are what this lady needs. Bjork is a 10 year-old Siamese female who is front-declawed. PAWS Chicago rescued her from another shelter, where she was given up by her owners. If you have room in your home and a lap to spare, Bjork might be the perfect fit for you.

These are just a few of the many pets that are waiting to be adopted. For more available pets, check out the back cover or visit our website at www.pawschicago.org
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With the launch of the magazine format, Angel Tales wants to know what YOU think. Tell us about the pet issues and topics that you want more of. What interests you in the pet world? How can we improve our coverage of the issues that matter most to you? What do you think of Angel Tales coverage?

Send us comments and feedback on this inaugural issue of Angel Tales, the magazine. Email AT@pawschicago.org

Advertise in Angel Tales

Partner with Chicago’s premier pet magazine, while supporting efforts to build a No Kill Chicago. For more information, contact Deborah Chapman at (773) 843-2508 or email dchapman@pawschicago.org

Ask Our Experts

Pet behavior or medical quandaries? Questions about No Kill, PAWS Chicago, or sheltering in general? AT@pawschicago.org to get the answers you’re looking for.

WANTED

Help with the next issue of Angel Tales by volunteering your writing or photographic skills. Contact AT@pawschicago.org for more information.

Your Support Saves Lives

Homeless pets’ lives are dependent upon the support of the animal-loving public. You can save lives! Here’s how:

1. Help fund PAWS Chicago’s lifesaving efforts.

   Return the enclosed envelope, or mail donations to:

   PAWS Chicago
   1110 W. 35th Street
   Chicago, IL 60609

   Be sure to include your name and address so you get on our mailing list! PAWS Chicago receives no governmental support, and relies on individual supporters. Donations can also be made online at www.pawschicago.org or by calling (773) 890-5116.

2. Volunteer to help homeless pets in your free time.

   Sign up for an orientation at www.pawschicago.org and give of yourself for the animals.

3. Attend PAWS Chicago events to support the cause, and meet other Chicago pet lovers.

   Consider joining the PAWS Chicago Development Board or Professional Board to help plan these special events. Email dchapman@pawschicago.org for more information on board responsibilities.

4. Support PAWS Chicago sponsors and Angel Tales advertisers!

   Let the businesses and retailers who sponsor PAWS know that you appreciate their support! With such little corporate funding for companion animals, be sure to thank the advertisers in this magazine and the corporate sponsors of PAWS events for their support of homeless pets.

5. Leave a Legacy for the Animals.

   Consider making a bequest to PAWS Chicago, and join the growing roster of Guardian Angels. Email guardianangel@pawschicago.org or call (773) 843-2508 for more information.

*PAWS Chicago has a strict privacy policy and will never sell your information.
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Friends of PAWS,

We are celebrating a milestone this June, as Angels with Tails on Michigan Avenue marks the beginning of PAWS Chicago's 10th year. The overwhelming support PAWS has received from the Chicago community since our first Angels with Tails event in 1998, and the impact PAWS has, in turn, been able to make for Chicago's homeless pets, is testament to the caring nature of Chicagoans. Our community is not satisfied with the traditional cage and kill methods, where the fate of homeless animals is often determined behind closed doors. Knowledge is power and one of PAWS Chicago's most important roles is demonstrating state-of-the-art alternatives to the old and outdated practices.

As we approach our 10th year, many exciting plans are in place that are truly revolutionizing the fate of homeless pets in our city. The opening of our cageless Lincoln Park adoption center is coming this September. We are planning to expand our free spay/neuter program for low-income families to new areas in Chicago, as well as continue to increase the number of sterilizations performed at our Lurie Clinic. And we are also reformatting our newsletter into a magazine to bring you greater coverage about the important issues that our voiceless friends face. A special thank you to our contributors, both writers and advertisers, who enable us to expand our newsmagazine.

I want to thank all our donors, supporters, and volunteers for a wonderful year of lifesaving success—and I look forward to seeing you at the grand opening.

Paula Fasseas

DEVELOPMENT BOARD LETTER

Dear Supporters,

We have entered into the most critical year in PAWS Chicago's brief history, as we prepare to open one of the most state-of-the-art shelters in the country. This represents a large step forward towards a No Kill Chicago, as the new Adoption & Humane Center will not only function to quadruple adoptions, but also increase awareness in our community about the more than 20,000 pets that are still killed every year in our city. As more people are enlightened about the plight of homeless pets, our base of supporters will expand.

But we need our dedicated supporters more than ever now. Our operating budget will be significantly increased this year as we save more and more pets, and we need your help to cover the increase in our expenses. Please consider supporting our special events in any capacity you are able.

We were excited to launch Animal Magnetism, the Professional Board's Valentine's Celebration this February. It was a huge success in its first year, and we expect it to grow into a premier Chicago event in the coming years.

Please remember that our Beach Party is coming up, this July 11th, our Run for their Lives September 30th, and our Fur Ball will be held at the Drake November 16th. These events and donations fund a large portion of our operating budget, and their success depends on the continued support of Chicago's animal loving community.

Hope to see you at our next event!

Suzie Glickman
CELEBRATING 10 Years ANGELS with TAILS®
June 10, 2007 marks the Tenth Anniversary of Angels with Tails, the event that launched PAWS Chicago. This adoption event was developed to showcase homeless pets in public venues where people would see the faces of Chicago’s sweet, loving cats and dogs. For decades, tens of thousands of homeless pets were killed each year in Chicago, and very few in the general public were aware of this practice. On May 30, 1998, Angels with Tails broke the silence surrounding the death of thousands of homeless pets by taking the message to the public on the streets and in the boutiques along Michigan Avenue and Oak Street. Since that day, the number of homeless pets killed in Chicago has been reduced by more than half: from 42,572 animals killed in 1997, to 19,701 in 2006.

After reading in a Sun-Times article detailing the massive killing of homeless animals in Chicago, PAWS founder Paula Fasseas was motivated to help create change. The Sun-Times article only confirmed what her teenage daughter told her after volunteering at the local shelter: hundreds of homeless pets were dying every day, and nothing was being done in the public eye to stop this tragic killing.

Fasseas recruited professionals from Chicago’s business community to find a way to bring the public’s attention and resources to this problem. To be motivated, people had to see the wonderful pets in need of homes—their hearts had to be touched. Angels with Tails was born with the rationale that bringing thousands of people to shelters to see sad animals behind bars was a difficult task, but bringing wonderful homeless pets to the people in densely populated shopping districts was plausible. By organizing an event with shelters and stores partnering to bring information about the pet overpopulation problem to the public, real change could be made and lives could be saved.

Twelve retail partners, including Ralph Lauren, Barneys New York, and Escada, opened their doors for the day to cats and dogs in need of new homes. Putting the faces of homeless animals in highly visible locations attracted new adopters, the media, and general public interest to the cause. Eight shelters participated by bringing pets available for adoption, marking the first time that shelters came from throughout Chicagoland to work together.
Friends of PAWS founding members were recruited to pass out pamphlets in the street, detailing the realities of the city’s tragic pet overpopulation crisis and the resulting rate of euthanasia. Other volunteers drove unsuspecting shoppers to Animal Care & Control on Western Avenue to adopt pets they’d fallen in love with. Since this was the first time Animal Control had allowed animals off premise, no remote adoption program was in place.

The event was a huge success. Media and community response was tremendous, every animal was adopted, people were looking for ways to get involved, and PAWS Chicago was born.

This year, 49 stores and 28 shelters and rescue groups will celebrate the tenth annual adoption event on the Mag Mile. On August 26th, join PAWS Chicago for the 10th annual Angels with Tails on Armitage Avenue.

Support the 2007 Angels with Tails Participants
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A WELCOME HOME

for Homeless Pets, PAWS Volunteers, and Adopters

By Patricia Donmoyer

As this issue of Angel Tales is released, PAWS Chicago is putting the finishes on its new home: the Lincoln Park Adoption Center that promises to transform the concept of “animal shelter”. The days of walking down row after row of small cages with steel bars, echoing barking, bad smells, and sad faces are in the past, as the PAWS Chicago Adoption Center ushers in the new way of sheltering. Here is a sneak preview of the design of the PAWS Adoption Center.
On September 8th, PAWS Chicago will welcome the public to an open house, and animal lovers who walk through the front door will be flooded by natural light from the curtainwall of windows that surrounds the Petco Welcome Center. Large wood trusses scale the Center, thirty feet above, giving the feeling of a farm in the city. Fitting for the location, since in the late 1800’s, the building was first erected as a stable to hold the horses belonging to the workers of the metalworks shop next door. In the center of the lobby is a three-sided fireplace, and further back, on a rear wall of the Counseling Center, is the original barn door recovered from the site before demolition and restored for the new adoption center.

“This Adoption Center will be an inviting place for adopters where families will be counseled around a large fireplace and coffee bar after completing interactive training in the computer gallery,” said Paula Fasseas, founder and chair of PAWS Chicago. “The Center will increase adoptions and adoption retention by offering lifelong counseling and support.”

Flanking the entrance are the pavilions of homeless pets in need of permanent families. Visible from the vestibule is Miss Kitty’s Senior Cat Room, where ramps, perches, and climbing posts are easily accessible to senior felines. Further into the Barbara Bradford Kitty City are kitten rooms for high-energy youngsters, adult rooms, and special kitty condos for cats that prefer human-only companionship or for litters who arrive at PAWS together. Each room has large windows to allow for lots of natural light, as well as viewing by potential adopters.

In Dog Town, homeless residents will live in large suites with comfortable beds, other canines to comfort their pack instinct, and windows to allow natural light. Dogs will enjoy at least three walks a day, as well as interaction and training with volunteers. In the David E. Klaskin Family Dog Play Space in the middle of Dog Town, dogs will socialize with one another and volunteers, while their suites are being cleaned. The Bill & Maria Smithburg Rooftop Garden will also be a popular destination for dogs and volunteers.

Both cats and dogs reap the benefits of the custom-built 13,000 pound HVAC system that provides 100% fresh air to each room and 15 air exchanges per hour. The system is designed to avoid recirculating air within animal suites, so disease will not spread and pets will stay healthy. However, if a dog or cat does come down with an illness, they will be moved to the Kenneth Sachsel Medical Care Center, just beside Dog Town, for treatment and closer observation.

A sound system brings calming classical music to each homeless pet, which is proven to reduce stress and behavioral deterioration in sheltered animals. Natural light reaches all suites to enable proper circadian rhythm, essential for pets’ healthy sleep patterns and mental wellbeing.

Exhibit rooms close to the Clybourn entrance will feature information on a variety of pet issues, from the pet overpopulation problem to animal cruelty, dog fighting, and puppy mills. The PAWS Chicago Adoption & Humane Center will be a resource for the pet loving community to learn more about how they can get involved in helping animals.

Impact Beyond Design

But the change brought forth in this new, state-of-the-art shelter is far more significant than bricks and mortar. The architectural concept was created by ARQ Architects, the nation’s leading architectural firm for designing No Kill shelters. Holabird & Root, the architect of record, can be credited with the detail, design and all construction documents. Though no shelter compares to a home when considering quality of life for cats and dogs, this new age of sheltering attempts to mimic as much of the home environment as possible.

Utilizing the scientific studies of such nationally renowned animal behaviorists as Dr. Emily Weiss, Dr. Ian Dunbar, and Pamela Bennet Smith, PAWS has focused on creating design and developing operations to decrease stress, increase positive stimulation and emotional stability, and improve visitor interactions with homeless pets. The large community room and the Smithburg Rooftop Deck will both serve as areas for volunteers to exercise

(continued on next page)
and train dogs, while volunteers will socialize, groom, and play with cats and kittens daily. Special toys and treats, as well as lots of TLC from volunteers, will provide mental stimulation and distraction from the shelter environment.

Bringing homeless animals to Lincoln Park, one of the most vibrant retail and residential neighborhoods in Chicago, and integrating them into the community will generate more adoptions, more volunteers, more education, and more support. Child and youth education will help develop the next generation of animal welfare leaders, teaching compassion, empathy, and the value of service.

You Can be Part of this Dream for Chicago’s Homeless Pets!

If you would like to help in the transformation of animal sheltering in Chicago, consider making a donation to the PAWS Chicago Adoption & Humane Center campaign. Pledges to the new Center are payable over five years. All donors who have given $100 or more will be recognized in the Center. A large plaque in the lobby will recognize all donors who contribute $5,000 or more to the campaign. Room namings are still available.

Contact Deborah Chapman at (773) 843-2508.

In traditional sheltering, pets who are confined in cages develop suppressed immunities from the stress of their environment and often become sick.

In PAWS Chicago’s cageless facilities, homeless pets’ environments are as close to a home-like setting as possible, with their own individual suites, complete with furniture, blankets, toys, and other comforting features.
Chicago Students
Compete for Community Room Naming Honor

Through the generosity of philanthropist Judith Blazer, the winners of a PAWS Chicago writing contest will help name the Community & Education Room in the new PAWS Adoption & Humane Center. First graders through high school students, enrolled in Language Arts classes in more than 50 Chicago public schools, are expected to participate in the contest, writing short stories, essays, or poems about how their animals have impacted their lives, what their dogs or cats have meant to them, or why their pets are their best friends.

Four essays will be chosen, one each from an age group: 1st through 3rd grades, 4th through 6th grades, 7th and 8th grades, and high school. The Community Room at the Adoption & Humane Center will be named after the winning students or their pets. The winning stories, essays, or poems will be on display at the new Center. In addition, each will receive a $250 Savings Bond donated by Chicago Community Bank.

The Revolution is Coming...

In the near future, Chicago will have a revolution in its midst, as cats and dogs rise to overthrow the traditional way of animal sheltering. DraftFCB generously donated its services to create a campaign for the launch of the new PAWS Chicago Adoption & Humane Center, and their work can only be described as revolutionary.

For those friends of animals who want to join the revolution, t-shirts featuring these creative images are available for purchase at www.pawschicago.org.
The PAWS Chicago volunteer program is growing in scope and size to meet the demands of the new Adoption & Humane Center. With adoptions projected to quadruple in the first five years, many more homeless pets will need the nurturing, socializing, grooming, and exercise that volunteers provide. Additionally, volunteers play a critical role in the adoption process, from helping potential adopters select the right pet for their family to counseling them through the adoption process.

The new Center was designed with volunteers in mind, featuring a Volunteer Pavilion with lockers, showers, and work rooms. Every volunteer role will need more volunteers than ever before, considering 85 percent of work in the new facility will be handled by volunteers, augmenting the limited number of PAWS Chicago staff.

New training and Continuing Volunteer Education will be available to PAWS Chicago volunteers as they seek to expand their role in helping animals.

Evening and weekend help is especially needed, since the Adoption Center will be open at the most convenient times for adopters. Volunteers will be encouraged to work regular weekly or monthly shifts, and with the new software program Rescue-Connection, volunteers will have their own log-in to set their schedule and sign up for events.

In addition to the existing roles of dog walking and cat socialization, volunteers in the new Lincoln Park Center will serve in such additional capacities as:

• Greeters for potential adopters, introducing them to PAWS Chicago and the adoption process.
• Guides who will explain the Canine-alities™ and Feline-alities™ of dogs and cats up for adoption (through the Meet Your Match™ ASPCA program that matches personalities and lifestyles of adopters with pets.)
• Front Desk Concierge, answering questions and monitoring the adoption process.
• Location Managers in the Barbara Bradford Kitty City and Dog Town, responsible for managing Guides, Greeters, and other volunteers, as well as tracking adoption demands and availability of homeless pets.
• Follow-Up volunteers who contact adopters at one week, one month, three months, and one year to ensure a smooth transition and offer PAWS assistance with any potential problems.
• Drivers who will transfer pets from the Admissions Center to the Adoption Center, ensuring that animal rooms are always occupied.

To volunteer, visit www.pawschicago.org to sign up for an orientation, or email volunteers@pawschicago.org

By Angela Powell

The new Center will present a volunteer opportunity suited to just about any interested pet lover, with a wide variety of roles, training options, and commitment levels.
A legal loophole enables clothing with less than $150 of fur to be sold without proper labeling. Upon investigation, dog fur is used on apparel of many name brand designers. Find out how you can help stop the use of dog on fashion!

Hard to believe, but you may be wearing dog.

A startling investigation by the Humane Society of the United States discovered dog fur is used by many top clothing designers, and they may not even know it. Half of fur garments entering the United States come from China, where abuse and disregard of companion pets is a regular occurrence. Large number of dogs, cats, and raccoon dogs, are killed for their fur, and these pets are sometimes skinned alive. Designers, retailers, and consumers currently can have no confidence in what type of fur they are getting when it originates in China.

Two congressmen are taking action against what they call deception in the fur trade, introducing the Dog and Cat Fur Prohibition Enforcement Act of 2007 (H.R. 891). This bill combats apparel companies that cover up the origin of certain furs, including cats and dogs, used in coats and clothing.

An existing exemption to current law says garments that are made with less than $150 of fur do not have to be labeled with the type of fur used. As a result, garments by merchandisers like Tommy Hilfiger, Michael Kors, Bogner and DKNY were found to be labeled as “faux” fur, “raccoon”, or “rabbit”...but they were really dog and raccoon dog.

Using dog and cat fur is illegal in the United States, so Representatives Jim Moran, D-VA, and Mike Ferguson, R-NJ, introduced legislation that requires labeling on all fur garments. The bill would also ban the sale and import of raccoon dog fur, a wild species of dog found in China.

“The raccoon dog and domestic dogs are being killed in inhumane ways for the U.S. fur trade,” Moran said.

Contact your representatives in the federal government to let them know you support H.R. 891, or link to your representative by visiting www.pawschicago.org.
Pet lovers beware:
The largest pet food recall in the history of the United States is ongoing, and your pet’s life is at stake. The FDA’s official count of deaths from the contaminated food stands at 16, although they acknowledge that there is no CDC for animals to follow up on the more than 15,000 calls that they have received. A popular website run by a respected, nationwide-known veterinarian puts the self-reported count at more than 4500 dead pets as this magazine goes to print.

Because of sporadic reporting in the mainstream media, pet parents are still confused about the details as well as to what they should be feeding their pets during this frightening time. For those who have not spent countless hours pouring over the latest recall information on the web, here is a quick overview and information on how to protect your pets.

It is currently being speculated that ingredients originating in China may have intentionally been spiked with melamine to boost its apparent protein content, since melamine can skew test results to make a product appear more protein-rich than it really is, thereby creating a more marketable, expensive product. But melamine has never been approved for use in food for companion animals. So far, melamine’s been found in both wheat gluten and rice protein concentrate imported from China. Media reports from South Africa suggest a third pet food ingredient, corn gluten, used in that country also was contaminated with melamine. That tainted ingredient has not been found in the United States.

Officials from the FDA are awaiting visas to inspect the Chinese plants where the vegetable protein ingredients were produced.

Recall Timeline
In mid-March of this year, Menu Foods Income Fund, a pet food cannery for numerous well-known brands including Iams, Ol’Roy and Nutro, initiated a voluntary recall of nearly 100 brands of canned cat and dog food sold nationwide, which totaled approximately 60 million units. At the beginning of the recall, the company was not quite sure exactly what was wrong, but knew that pets were falling ill and dying in live-animal tests after consuming their food. Wheat gluten seemed to be
Keeping Your Pet Healthy As Pet Food Recalls Mount

• Stay away from food containing “by-product meal” or “meat and bone meal.” These rendered products are the most inexpensive sources of animal protein. The contents and quality of these meals can vary tremendously from batch to batch, and are not a reliable source of nutrition for your animal.

• Avoid foods that rely on by-products as the sole source of animal protein. By-products consist of organs and parts, either not desired or condemned for human consumption. An occasional can of by-product based food may be okay, since, in the wild, carnivores do consume the whole prey including the organs, but these foods are not acceptable as a steady diet.

• Look for a named meat or meal (“lamb” or “chicken meal,” for example, instead of the generic term “meat”) as the first ingredient.

• In general, select brands promoted to be “natural.” While they are not perfect, they may be better than most. Several brands are now preserved with Vitamins C and E instead of chemical preservatives (such as BHA, BHT, ethoxyquin and propyl gallate). While synthetic preservatives may still be present, the amounts will be less.

Pointers for Selecting Nutritious Pet Food
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• Avoid foods that rely on by-products as the sole source of animal protein. By-products consist of organs and parts, either not desired or condemned for human consumption. An occasional can of by-product based food may be okay, since, in the wild, carnivores do consume the whole prey including the organs, but these foods are not acceptable as a steady diet.

• Look for a named meat or meal (“lamb” or “chicken meal,” for example, instead of the generic term “meat”) as the first ingredient.

• In general, select brands promoted to be “natural.” While they are not perfect, they may be better than most. Several brands are now preserved with Vitamins C and E instead of chemical preservatives (such as BHA, BHT, ethoxyquin and propyl gallate). While synthetic preservatives may still be present, the amounts will be less.

For more detailed information on how to read pet food labels, and detailed descriptions of ingredients to look for and avoid, visit:

www.dogfoodproject.com   www.catnutrition.org
www.api4animals.org

(continued on next page)
alerting pet owners to avoid wheat gluten (80% of which is imported from China) entirely.

Just as pet owners began searching for the ingredient “wheat gluten” on pet food and treat labels, Natural Balance threw a curve ball, recalling a number of varieties of their cat and dog food products (dry, wet and treats) that contained tainted rice protein concentrate. Several days later, Mars Royal Canin recalled a huge amount of pet food in South Africa due to tainted corn gluten. The FDA has not yet begun testing corn gluten in this country.

Protecting Your Pets

The list of recalls seems to go on and on. At this point, many pet owners are throwing up their hands in disgust and wondering if they should just start cooking for their pets. Though a safer option, it is not a feasible choice for many working pet parents who barely have time to cook for themselves! So, just what should a pet caretaker do?

First, pet food shoppers should begin scrutinizing the ingredients in their pets’ diet, just as parents already do with their two-legged children’s food. Similar to evaluating children’s food, the easier a label is to understand and the simpler the ingredients, the better the food. See Pointers in Selecting Nutritious Pet Food on the previous page for more information.

Second, consider upgrading to premium pet food. Some pet lovers may not realize that there is a classification of pet foods that is aptly considered “premium”. How do you tell the difference though? How do you wade through the long lists of ingredients and find a SAFE, high-quality food that your pet will thrive on? And how can you be sure that the new food you purchase won’t be the next food recalled?

These premium foods contain quality proteins (not mystery meat meal and by-products), whole grains (not gluts & processed flours), fruits and vegetables (not artificial colors and flavors), skin conditioners and all necessary vitamins and minerals. They don’t contain BHA, BHT, Ethoxyquin or Meniodone, highly questionable preservatives that have been linked to tumors and cancer in pets.

Unfortunately, rather than creating foods for the purpose of helping companion animals thrive, many pet food companies consider pet food as the recycling bin for the human food chain and agricultural industry. As family members, the country’s cats and dogs deserve safe, high-quality food that can be trusted.

Saving Lucy

Lucy, a 5-month-old Samoyed, has had a rough beginning to life and is looking for a loving, dependable family to turn her luck around. In her first home, she chewed through some wires and was electrocuted. Her owners took her to Chicago Veterinary Emergency Services and gave her up, no longer wanting to keep her.

Lucy suffered burns and scarring to her lips and gums and required diligent follow-up care. The emergency vet brought her to PAWS Chicago for a second chance. Since the mouth is one of the most sensitive areas to infection, in addition to regular antibiotics PAWS had to feed her soft food and ensure her mouth was kept clean as she healed. Now, this loving, playful puppy is looking for a new home that will love her and care for her, regardless the circumstance.

Keep Your Pets Healthy
Avoid Recalled Foods

For a complete and current updated list of contaminated food products go to www.fda.gov. Under the “Hot Topics” menu, select “Pet Food Recall”.

Chicago Academy of Dog Training

We make housecalls! 15% off for paws alums!

Located in Roscoe Village

Boarding ♦ Daycare ♦ Boot camp
Private lessons ♦ Agility ♦ Group classes
Dog club ♦ Behavior modification ♦ Pro shop

All of our trainers are certified canine training and behavior specialists, and are also members of the IACP and APDT

2338 W. Nelson
Chicago Il 60618
773-325-0400
Admin@caodt.com
www.caodt.com
COOKING for your Pet

Give Pets What They Want While Giving Them What They Need

Pet-owners willing to invest time and resources into understanding how to prepare complete and balanced homemade meals for their pets may improve an animal’s general health and can even reap some potential cost-savings. When preparing meals for your pet at home, it is important to understand the types and quantities of nutrients your pet requires. The nutritional requirements of dogs and cats are somewhat complex and require nutrients to be in proper balance with the energy density of the food and with each other, according to petDIETS.com.

To learn more about your pet’s nutritional needs and recipes for preparing balanced and complete homemade meals, please visit www.petDIETS.com

Most dogs require a diet that includes 38 daily nutrients, while cats require a diet containing 40 daily nutrients. Pet foods are usually designed to appeal to vast quantities of pet pallets to ensure pet-owners repeatedly purchase the product. When cooking at home it is not important what the source of the nutrients is — beef, chicken, etc. — as long as it meets your pet’s nutrient profile. The focus for preparing homemade meals or feeding your pet should be on giving them complete and balanced meals, but that doesn’t mean it can’t be done with foods they enjoy that taste great.

Take beef liver and liquefy it in a blender.

Add a few eggs, a little kelp or other sea vegetables and mix in enough whole grain flour to make a dough.

Spread on cookie pans and bake.

Use a pizza cutter to score 1 inch squares when nearly baked.

From www.petsitusa.com

All Natural Yummy Cat & Dog Treats

Take beef liver and liquefy it in a blender.

Add a few eggs, a little kelp or other sea vegetables and mix in enough whole grain flour to make a dough.

Spread on cookie pans and bake.

Use a pizza cutter to score 1 inch squares when nearly baked.

From www.petsitusa.com

Chicago’s #1 Dog Walking Service
as voted by Chicagoland Tails’ readers
Tel. 773-394-9961
www.chicago-dogwalkers.com

No Cancellation Policy
Credit Cards Welcome
Individually Walked
Same Daily Walker
Rescue Discount

unique gifts & pet supplies
Noah’s Ark

High quality items for all life stages of your dog, cat, or small animal.

• Natural food, treats, and vitamins
• Collars, leashes, ID tags
• Clothing
• Grooming tools
• Feeding supplies
• Carriers, gates
• Toys and more!

We are happy to special order to meet our clients needs.

Noah’s Ark Pet Supply
831 Elm Street
Winnetka, IL  60093
847-784-0125

Owned by Angie DeMars,
PAWS Chicago Development Board

Mention this ad at your purchase and 10% of the proceeds will be donated to PAWS Chicago
Although the only current cure for pet allergies and asthma is avoidance, this advice is rarely followed. After all Kitty and Fido are “Family”. If the animals are sent packing, their allergens, or proteins, remain in the home for 3-4 months. If the pets stay and you leave, it takes about 10-14 days to feel better. But there are ways to help reduce the symptoms and effects of allergies and asthma.

Since cat allergens come from saliva and skin and dog allergens come from skin, basic upkeep—such as frequent bathing, hepa filters/vacuuming, and keeping the animals out of the bedroom—can often help ameliorate allergies and asthma by minimizing allergens in the home and air.

But what are the treatment options? A simple goal is to lead a normal life on safe medications. These include non-sedating antihistamines, and often, a topical steroid nasal spray. The steroid nasal sprays are safe (not absorbed significantly into the body) and FDA approved for use by children. There is also a prescription antihistamine nasal spray called Astelin available. When an allergic non-animal owner visits a home with animals, pre-medication with a non-sedating antihistamine and Nasacrom nasal spray is recommended. Nasal/sinus irrigation with saline twice daily can also be beneficial.

Asthma treatment varies based on severity and is best guided by an allergist. Treatment includes both rescue and controller medications with regular monitoring by patient and physician. For those resistant to medical management, allergy shots are an option. In a severe cat or dog asthmatic patient removing the animal(s) from the home is still the best choice to reduce the risk of asthmatic death. (There are eleven asthma-related deaths per day in the United States.)

Future treatments will likely involve improved breeding of dogs and cats to reduce or eliminate the active allergen and further development of “biologics”, such as Xolair, which is currently used in allergic asthma. It is an anti-IgE (the antibody responsible for allergies) injection. Other biologicals are under development to down regulate a variety of allergy mediators.

So, don’t suffer. Lead a normal life at home, work, and school. See an allergist to confirm an allergy by a proper history, examination and allergy testing. Then you can determine what is best for you or your child. It is not always the dog or cat. I love to say after allergy testing, “It’s not your pet, have all you want!”

Kris G. McGrath, M.D.
Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine
Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine
Section Chief Allergy/Immunology
Saint Joseph Hospital, Chicago, IL

Saving Binky

PAWS volunteer Alan Rappata was at work and heard loud cries in front of his building. Thinking that a dog had been hit by a car, he rushed outside, only to find a homeless man pushing a shopping cart. A dog tied to the cart with a short belt, not long enough for him to put his feet to the ground. Binky was literally being dragged and choked down the street. Alan was able to convince the man to surrender his dog to PAWS Chicago, and Binky now has a loving home.
One of the top three reasons people give up their pets is allergies.

When you consider that almost 15 percent of the population suffers from a pet-related allergy of some sort, the need to correctly identify the sources of allergies and to implement strategies for minimizing their adverse effects become important factors in the effort to keep pets in their homes.

Unless their allergies are life-threatening, most pet owners who experience allergic reactions to their animals do attempt to live with the symptoms. In one group of 341 allergy-suffering pet owners who were advised by their physicians to relinquish their pets, it was found that only one in five did so. Similarly, almost two million Americans allergic to cats have at least one feline companion in their home.

Although certain breeds of animals are thought to be less-allergenic than others, there are no dogs or cats considered non-allergenic. The degree to which an animal is allergenic is not necessarily based on the breed or the length of hair, but rather on the animal itself and the type of reaction an individual has to that particular animal. Dogs and cats have glands in their skin that secrete allergens—small allergy-triggering proteins. These airborne allergens live in the animals’ fur, saliva, and urine.

Always understand your options before considering giving up a pet. By doing so, you can save yourself emotional pain, and might also save the animal’s life.

For more information on coping with pet allergies please visit www.pawschicago.org/GivingUpYourPet/solutionsforproblems.htm#4.
Bringing a new dog into the home can be an exciting and sometimes trying experience. If you’ve decided to adopt a mature dog from a shelter, you should expect an adjustment period of several weeks while your new dog acclimates to his surroundings and you get to know his behaviors.

You can expect that your new pet will be slightly off balance or anxious as he starts to explore his new home. Not only is he exploring his new environment, he is trying to figure out where he belongs in the hierarchy of the pack. It may take awhile for him to want to take direction from you and to see you as his new leader.

Your first step should be to control the space in your home. You will need to teach him the rules of your household and he will need to know your expectations as well. If you don’t know very much about his past, you’ll want to observe his habits closely. Selectively allowing him freedom in the house can calm him down and give you time to get to know him.

One way to do this is to set up a crate or kennel. This can provide him with his own “sanctuary” or quiet place to rest. By restricting your new dog to a crate when he is left unattended, you can help him learn proper house manners. Most dogs will not eliminate in their “den” and prefer to be clean in their sleeping area. It will also save your house from destruction when you leave your new dog home alone for the first time.

Some training may be necessary to get your new pet accustomed to his crate, although most dogs take to it quite naturally due to their “denning instincts.” One way to make a positive association is
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to feed him in the crate with the door open at first. After several days, gently close the door while he is eating. Gradually increase the time in the crate, ignoring any whining or forms of protest. A satisfying chew bone or a Kong stuffed with peanut butter can keep him busy and help ease any separation anxiety.

Now that you have a tool to help control your environment, your next step is to enroll in an obedience class. Obedience training will create a way for you to communicate with your dog. In a basic obedience class, you will learn how to teach your dog to sit, down, stay, come and heel on command. Going to class every week will also help you to socialize your dog around other dogs and people.

It is important when selecting a class to look for an instructor with knowledge of canine behavior who is capable of reading your dog’s behavior and selecting the best methods for his temperament. Sometimes there are lifestyle changes that must be put in place. It may be important that you instill “manners” that go beyond obedience training.

Maintaining a proper relationship between you and your dog may mean that you teach him how to greet strangers properly, that you always go first out the door and that you don’t allow your dog in your bed or on the furniture. Decide early in your relationship what behaviors you want to live with and remain consistent in carrying out your wishes. Your dog will respect you for it. Ask your obedience instructor for guidance if you run into problems.

Finally, find ways to bond with your dog through physical activity. Your dog is a social creature and requires stimulation and exercise on a daily basis. Although some dogs are content spending time watching a movie with you at home and going for walks in the park or around the neighborhood, many dogs need more. A great majority of dog breeds were originally developed to serve man and have a “job.” These dogs need to exercise their working drives and to use their intelligence productively. You may need to provide activity for this type of dog to fulfill his needs.

Consider taking obedience classes that go on to off-lead work, higher levels of distraction training and retrieve work. Or perhaps your dog would enjoy an agility class. These types of classes will encourage your dog to learn because it’s fun and increase your leadership status.

Whatever activities you may enjoy, remember that your new dog needs your time and commitment to develop into a confident, loving, well-behaved family member. Your extra time will be well worth the years of enjoyment!
"Cats are low-maintenance pets."

While cats do not need to be taken for daily walks as a dog does, they are by no means low-maintenance—either in the amount of interaction they require or in the financial responsibility they represent. Adopting a pet of any kind is a large commitment in terms of both time and money. Cats are social animals who want and need interaction with their guardians. Feeding, grooming and litterbox cleaning are daily activities. As with any animal, cats cannot communicate verbally with their guardians, so it is the human’s responsibility to be constantly watchful of the cat’s behavior and alert to any abnormalities. A guardian who believes the cat can ‘take care of himself’ will be unaware of subtle behavior changes that can be signs of the onset of serious illness or injury. In terms of financial commitment, guardians should plan to spend between $800-$1000 per year, per cat, on the basics—food, litter and regular vet care, with additional funds budgeted for pet sitting, (as needed) and medical emergencies—

potential guardians should be aware that costs can and will increase dramatically should an illness or injury occur which would require additional vet care and/or hospitalization.

"Cats can be left alone for a few days at a time and will take care of themselves."

Not true at all. This is a natural follow-on to the point above. If a guardian is going to be gone for more than 12-14 hours, someone else should be assigned, or hired, to look in on/take care of the cat. Cats who are left alone for long periods of time can get into all sorts of trouble, become depressed, and even get sick. For example, a cat who develops a urinary tract infection can become critically ill in less than 24 hours. Therefore, if you are even planning just a short weekend getaway, a pet sitter or friend should be looking in on your cat. This person should plan to stay for a minimum of one hour so as to be able to observe the cat and make note of any behavioral abnormalities (ideally, it should be someone who knows the cat fairly well, the better to notice if something seems “different”). Of course, the pet sitter should be provided with contact information for the guardian, as well as the phone number of the nearest emergency veterinary clinic and copies of all pertinent medical records.

"Cats need to go outdoors and hunt in order to be happy – this is ‘natural’ for them."

In today’s world, letting your cat outdoors for any reason or any length of time is akin to playing “Russian Roulette”. One of these times his or her chances will be all used up. Outdoor cats are at risk for injury or death as a result of disease, other animals, poison, sadistic people, animal “bunchers” who collect strays and outdoor pets to sell to laboratories, cars, foul weather, and a host of other dangers. Reputable authorities speculate that outdoor cats have an average lifespan of 2-3 years, versus their indoor counterparts, who frequently live to be 15 or older. We have domesticated our pets, and as such have a responsibility to take care of them and look out for their well-being. Your cat may look longingly out the window as though he wants to go...
out, but the bottom line is that this is not safe. Creating a stimulating environment for him inside your home with trees, toys, etc., and giving him lots of attention and exercise will ensure he has a full and enriching life, while remaining safely indoors.

“Pregnant women cannot live safely with a cat.”

Many OB/Gyn’s mistakenly inform their patients that they must get rid of their cat or cats in order to ensure the safety of their unborn child. This is not at all true. This misconception is based on fear of a parasitic disease called Toxoplasmosis, which can be transmitted from a variety of sources to a pregnant woman, and can be dangerous to her fetus. Cats are exposed to this parasite through the ingestion of live prey (i.e. mice) and it can then be passed on by the cats to humans through handling the cats’ feces, which most commonly occurs during litterbox cleaning. However, assuming the cats are indoor animals (i.e., not catching live prey), there is no danger that a pregnant woman or her unborn baby will contract the parasite from the cat. In fact, pregnant women run more risk of exposing their baby to Toxoplasmosis by handling raw or undercooked meat in their kitchen than by handling their indoor cat. That said, as a precaution, it is best for another family member to be responsible for litterbox cleaning during the pregnancy (and good practice, since after the baby is born, Mom is certain to have her hands full and this task may need to be permanently reassigned) or alternatively, for the mother-to-be to wear gloves and wash her hands thoroughly after cleaning the box if she must do it herself. Pregnant women should also use caution when gardening in outdoor areas which may have been used by strays as an open-air litterbox.

“What I feed my cat isn’t important. Food is food, what’s the difference?”

Nothing could be further from the truth. Diet is one of the few factors that influence the overall health of our animal companions over which we have total control. Cats who are fed a healthy, wholesome, species-appropriate diet have a better chance of living a longer life, with better overall health, than those who are fed a poor quality diet. Cats are obligate carnivores. This means they are intended to have their nutritional needs met by the consumption of other animals. There is very little nutritional value for cats in plant-based food sources; in fact, physiologically, it is hard for their systems to effectively break down and utilize the nutrients in plant-based ingredients. As such, in a perfect world, they should have no grains at all in their food. This means canned food is vastly preferable to dry kibble—kibble is convenient, but it is also, by its very nature, a far less nutritionally complete package. When it comes to canned food, guardians must always remember to carefully read food labels. A quality animal-based (meat) protein source should be the first ingredient listed on the food label, indicating it is that product’s primary ingredient. Avoid foods which list as their first ingredient anything referred to as a “byproduct”, or worse, grains like wheat, corn, or rice.
Giving Up Your Pet

Knowing the Differences in Sheltering Can Save Your Pet’s Life

If you need to give up your pet, you are not alone. Thousands of people do so each year, which is why the shelter system is overwhelmed with so many homeless cats and dogs. PAWS Chicago strongly recommends that you begin making plans for your pet as soon as you know that you can no longer keep him or her.

Unfortunately, if you care about your pet’s life, there are no instant solutions. It is important to recognize that unless a shelter specifically calls itself “No Kill”, surrendering your pet may be a fatal decision for your cat or dog.

If you want to ensure that your pet does not become one of the thousands of dogs and cats that will be killed this year in Chicago, do your homework before surrendering your pet to a shelter.

No Kill Managed Admissions Programs

Managed admissions is when a shelter takes in only the number of pets they can care for, triaging to ensure the most needy pets are taken in first. No Kill shelters like PAWS Chicago will not kill dogs or cats in the program to make room for more. By managing admissions, PAWS Chicago is committed to finding a home for every single animal admitted. PAWS Chicago prioritizes animals in desperate need. As a result, there can be a waiting list.

By planning ahead, you are part of the solution by giving your local No Kill shelter enough time to make room for your pet. And you can help even more by re-homing your pet yourself and keeping your pet from entering a shelter in the first place.

Traditional Open Admissions Shelters

All owned animals are accepted into the program, regardless of space or ability to care for the animals. As a result, animals are often killed to make room for more, although this fact may not be disclosed to the public. As a result, it is important to ask questions to determine if your pet will be saved.

Questions to ask to determine if your pet is safe at a particular shelter:

Does the shelter call itself No Kill?

If so, your pet will most likely be adopted into a new home. If not, this is a strong indicator that the shelter utilizes killing as a space management tool.

What is the shelter’s definition of “adoptable” and “unadoptable”?

While your pet may appear perfectly adoptable to you, sometimes age (too young or too old), dental issues, shyness, or coming down with a common cold will fall outside a shelter’s “adoptable” guidelines and may lead to your pet’s death. Clarifying how a shelter defines these terms will give you better insight as to whether your pet will be adopted into a new home or killed.

Do you have to make an appointment to surrender your pet?

It is a good indication that shelters are committed to the life of every animal when they only admit by appointment. Shelters that accept “walk-ins” are most likely killing to make space for the unmanaged flow of animals into their facility.

Read the fine print!

In owner surrender contracts, it is important to read all fine print before you sign over ownership of your pet. Often, critical information about euthanasia/killing policies can be found there.

If a situation arises, will the shelter call you before they kill your pet?

When a shelter reserves euthanasia only for pets that are irremediably suffering or for incidences of aggression, euthanasia is a rare occurrence that is taken very seriously. As a result, these No Kill shelters will often be willing to contact you if such a situation arises. If a shelter is unwilling to inform you of a potential euthanasia, it may be an indication that the shelter commonly utilizes killing.
As a No Kill shelter, PAWS Chicago saves every single pet brought into the program. (The only exception is vicious dogs, or pets who are irremediably suffering, for which euthanasia is the only humane option.) By managing admissions, PAWS Chicago asks owners who wish to surrender their pet to partner with the organization to help save their pet’s life. The owner can help by continuing to care for their own pet until pets currently in the program are adopted, or the owner can “foster” their own pet until it is adopted, saving their pet from the stress of entering a shelter at all.

When people call PAWS Chicago to surrender their pet, they have often run out of options and want to find a safe place for their pet. PAWS Chicago’s intake personnel and volunteers are trained to work with people to find solutions so they can keep their pet and prevent more animals from entering the already over-crowded shelter system. In fact, more than 8% of people decide to keep their pet after working with PAWS.

Additionally, when PAWS Chicago enlists the partnership of the owners in helping to save their pet, more than 23% of people find a home for their pet themselves, through their own connections. By working with people looking to give up their pets, PAWS Chicago prevents more than 32% of pets from entering the shelter system.

To the right is a breakdown of the reasons people provide when they call to surrender their pet to PAWS Chicago.

### Reasons People Give Up Pets

![Reasons People Give Up Pets](image)

*PAWS Chicago is not licensed to take in strays. People who find cats or dogs on the street are directed to Animal Care & Control so that owners have the opportunity to reunite with their lost pets. After five days, a stray is available for transfer and PAWS Chicago may take the pet into the adoption program. At least 45% of PAWS cats and dogs come from Animal Control.*

### VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT

**Laura DiPiazza**

Laura DiPiazza was concerned about Chicago’s homeless companion animals and knew she wanted to help when she found PAWS in 1999. “I thought that volunteering...would help me feel as though I wasn’t looking the other way,” she said.

As a volunteer adoption counselor, Laura admits that she struggles with falling in love with every dog she meets, but finds matching dogs with their new families to be very rewarding. Laura enjoys spending time with people and hearing stories about how important their pets are to them. In seven years of volunteering, she has personally facilitated the placement of over 300 dogs!

Though she’s quite busy with her work as a computer programmer in the advertising industry, Laura also enjoys travel, studying Italian, and spending time with her family, which includes a white poodle named Sugar. She has had many opportunities to keep in touch with PAWS alumni she has placed, and she fosters PAWS dogs in her home whenever she can.

Laura looks forward to continuing her work in the new Adoption & Humane Center, and serving as matchmaker for even more homeless dogs. “Watching the organization expand through the years has made me feel as though I am a part of something great. PAWS Chicago is addressing the problem the proper way, through education in addition to providing a humane transition from homeless to forever homes. Being part of this gives me more than I could possibly ever give back!”
Helping Senior Pet Lovers

All too often seniors, who in many cases have the most to offer, are overlooked in the quest to help animals in need. Many have more time and less competing commitments than younger animal lovers, and often they are drawn to older animals who are often harder to adopt out than their younger counterparts.

The relationship between seniors and pets is mutually beneficial. Research shows that elderly guardians with pets lead healthier and more satisfying lives – the physical activities associated with pet ownership help lower risk factors associated with illness, and senior pet owners have enhanced social opportunities that make them less likely to suffer from loneliness and depression.

For the benefit of the seniors and the pets, PAWS Chicago is committed to helping match older pet lovers with dogs and cats compatible with their lifestyles.

Through a grant from the Cleveland-based Pets for the Elderly Foundation, $50 of the adoption fee for every PAWS adopter 60 or older is covered.

Guardian Angels Leave a Legacy for Homeless Pets

Marjorie and Jim Noland recently decided to commemorate their love of dogs through a bequest to PAWS Chicago’s Guardian Angel program. They have directed their gift to medical treatment of homeless dogs after touring the PAWS Lurie Clinic and Admissions Center.

Guardian Angels are a group of donors who have placed PAWS Chicago in their will or made other planned gift arrangements to help care for homeless pets beyond their lifetime. Guardian Angels are invited to PAWS Chicago donor events, will be recognized on a plaque at the Adoption & Humane Center, and are able to enroll in the Guardian Angels Pet Care program, where PAWS Chicago will care for their pets if they no longer can.

Consider helping generations of homeless pets with a bequest to PAWS Chicago.

Volunteer Spotlight

Pam Cipkowski

When Pam Cipkowski moved from the Milwaukee area to the northern suburbs of Chicago a few years ago, she searched Chicago animal welfare organizations and liked PAWS Chicago’s focus on areas of greatest need. She signed up to volunteer with community outreach and humane education activities and has since become an invaluable part of the PAWS team.

Pam has gone on to volunteer with a lot of PAWS activities, including cat socialization, adoption events, special events, as well as cleaning activities, such as mopping the playroom and taking on laundry duty. But her home is the community outreach/humane education program.

“Hosting information tables at community events and giving presentations at schools, day camps, and police beat meetings. It really gives me a good feeling knowing that I am making a difference in the lives of animals by getting out in the community and spreading the word about spay/neuter, pet overpopulation, and responsible pet ownership,” she said.

Her favorite part of helping PAWS? “Distributing information in neighborhoods with the greatest number of strays, helping people on public assistance get their pets spayed and neutered for free, and watching school kids in inner-city neighborhoods overcome their fear of dogs after they attend one of our presentations is really what PAWS is all about.”

A librarian who loves travel, Pam shares her home with four felines, who were living in her backyard shed when she brought them into her home as kittens.
PAWS Helping Kids

By Kevin Morrissey

PAWS Chicago creates Pet Program for Girl Scouts of America

Adoption events may tug at the public’s heartstrings and fundraising benefits capture media attention, but the PAWS Chicago community outreach effort is a force of change in many of Chicago’s neighborhoods. Community outreach staff and volunteers make presentations in schools, park districts, neighborhood clubs, police beat meetings, and other assemblies.

Recently, PAWS Chicago launched a joint program with the Girl Scouts of America and their “Girl Space” program for inner city girls, many of whom live in the zip codes that are the focus of PAWS’ outreach efforts.

Initially, the collaboration will involve 1,300 girls who belong to 24 troops in Chicago Public Schools. They include Brownies (grades 1, 2, and 3) and Juniors (grades 3, 4, and 5). The girls can earn a PAWS Chicago Pet Badge after completing educational units and projects based on lesson plans that include PAWS’ core curriculum.

The PAWS lesson plans revolve around the themes of proper pet care, pet overpopulation and the importance of spaying/neutering, safety around animals and ways to avoid bites, and prevention of animal abuse, with particular lessons and related activities geared to the specific age group.

“We enjoy collaborating with PAWS Chicago,” said Girl Scouts of America representative Gloria Shaffer. “This will be very helpful for the girls and the leaders. The girls are learning together while participating in fun activities.”

A PAWS program for Cadettes and Seniors (grades 6 through 12) is currently under consideration. Curriculum for the older girls would include such additional topics as animal sheltering, dog fighting, volunteer opportunities, and careers with animals.

PAWS joins U of I Extension Program for inner-city kids

This summer, PAWS will team up with educators and volunteers from the University of Illinois Extension in Cook County to present a series of 16 programs that will reach over 1,000 inner-city youth in four South Side neighborhoods: McKinley Park, McGuane Park, Cornell Square Park, and Wilson Community Center.

The curriculum, aimed at 6 to 12 year olds, will focus on science education, as well as proper pet care, pet overpopulation, safety around animals, and preventing animal abuse. PAWS will be joined by five science and technology educators from the University of Illinois Extension, along with members of the University’s science volunteer program. These science educators will use their technical backgrounds and demonstrated expertise to provide engaging scientific education in areas of physics, chemistry, mathematics, biology, and food science, according to Oye Ajifolokun, DVM, Extension Educator, Small Animal Health.

Dr. Ajifolokun goes on to say that the collaboration is the result of “many goals shared by the University of Illinois Extension in Cook County and PAWS Chicago, including advocating for animal welfare, providing quality educational programs on animal health, and serving communities in Chicago, focusing on the underrepresented and economically disadvantaged.”

Volunteers Needed!

Work with PAWS Chicago Community Outreach and Humane Education, spreading the message about homeless pets. Email Susan Robinson for more information: surobinson@pawschicago.org
Q&A

with Nathan Winograd

Nathan J. Winograd, a graduate of Stanford Law School, a former criminal prosecutor and corporate attorney, is one of the foremost national No Kill leaders.

As Director of Operations for the San Francisco SPCA, Winograd was instrumental in advancing some of the most progressive shelter programs in the nation, and helped establish the first No Kill city. By making a commitment to stop the killing as Executive Director for the Tompkins County (NY) SPCA, he put programs in place that took Tompkins County No Kill. He has since formed No Kill Solutions, a national consulting group to help communities throughout the country move towards No Kill status.

1) Why has the general public been out of the loop in understanding the plight of homeless animals?

The primary reason is because we have been misled into believing that there is no alternative to killing in shelters. More than that, we have been told that this killing is the right thing to do. The nation’s leading animal rights group, for example, says that killing is “often the kindest option for animals admitted to sheltering facilities.” But, in fact, killing is neither kind nor necessary, nor will it prevent animal suffering. Indeed, it is population control killing that itself is the root cause of animal suffering in our nation’s animal control shelters. By misleading and even blaming the public, shelters have turned their backs on a very dog and cat loving American public that could help themselves—through donations, volunteerism, and adoptions.

2) Can you explain the difference between traditional shelters, No Kill, and animal control agencies?

Specifically, an animal control agency is a sheltering agency that takes in dogs and cats in a particular community and also enforces laws relating to companion animals. Historically, they were known as “dog pounds.” They can be public or private. In other words, they may be part of the government or operate under contract with government. An animal control agency can still be No Kill, but few are. A traditional shelter is one that is private but kills savable animals. And finally a No Kill shelter is one that is saving all healthy dogs and cats, sick and injured but treatable animals, and healthy and treatable feral cats. No Kill shelters can be public or private and even include animal control. More generally, it is probably safe to say that No Kill shelters don’t kill savable animals, while traditional shelters do.

(continued on page 34)
WHY TRANSPARENCY?

By Rich Avanzino

Richard Avanzino built the first No Kill city as Executive Director of the San Francisco SPCA. In 1999, he became the first President of Maddie’s Fund, a family foundation funded by PeopleSoft founder Dave Duffield, and his wife, Cheryl, to help create a No Kill nation.

With transparency as one of the most important ways to bring forth public awareness about the reality that homeless pets face, Maddie’s Fund requires all shelters within a city to work together and report detailed statistics of their data, including the number of animals taken in, the number adopted out, and the number killed. This requirement has prevented many communities from getting grants, because many traditional shelters have historically not wanted to disclose their data. Here, Avanzino elaborates on the importance of transparency to the No Kill model.

Transparency is one of the cornerstones of the Maddie’s Fund philosophy. Although transparency in the non-profit world generally refers to financial information, I am referring to shelter data, or specifically tracking and publicly reporting the outcome of every live dog or cat who crosses the shelter threshold.

To achieve transparency, shelters should start by collecting and publishing shelter animal intakes and outcomes, using nationally recognized definitions that categorize animals as “healthy”, “treatable” and “unhealthy & untreatable”. Publishing this data means promoting it on websites and in newsletters so the whole world can see what’s happening.

Many shelters say they don’t want to publish their statistics because the organization will look bad. If an agency fears looking bad, something is going on. Regardless the reason, if large numbers of dogs and cats are dying, the public should know. We owe it to the animals to tell the community what’s taking place in the shelter system. Not only does the public have the right to know, but once the information is exposed, there is greater opportunity for solutions to be found to reduce the killing. If the community doesn’t know what’s happening, it can’t help.

In my opinion, real transparency means no fudging allowed. If an organization saved all of its healthy animals except for 25 friendly, healthy pit bulls that were killed because of a local mandate, those animals

(continued on next page)
(Continuation of Q&A with Nathan Winograd)

3) Why are traditional shelters so reluctant to go No Kill?

There are several reasons, but the most common one is what I call “institutionalized defeatism,” which is the belief that shelters are required—indeed, morally obligated—to kill the bulk of their occupants. Unfortunately, because the national groups to which they turn to for advice have legitimized and even promoted this view, it has hardened to the point that any efforts to break the status quo—to save feral cats, promote more adoptions, or stop animal killing altogether—is met with virulent opposition. These directors are blind to alternatives because they are so mired in blaming the public for killing, they refuse to try alternatives. And, in the end, they fail to implement lifesaving programs because they believe that killing is acceptable. To this day, animal shelters continue to ignore their own culpability in the killing, while professing to lament continued killing as entirely the fault of the public’s failure to spay/neuter or make lifetime commitments to their animals. As a result, they ignore their own practices which result in killing. Many shelters are still not sterilizing animals before adoption or providing the public with affordable alternatives. Some do not have foster care programs and do not socialize and rehabilitate dogs with behavior problems. Still others do not take animals offsite for adoption, have not developed partnerships with rescue groups, limit volunteerism, are not practicing TNR, and still retain adoption hours that make it difficult for working people or families to visit the shelter, the very people they should be courting to adopt the animals they are charged with protecting.

4) How difficult is it for a traditional shelter to go No Kill?

It is not difficult at all. There are a key series of programs and services which result in increased lifesaving, a declining death rate and have created No Kill in both urban and rural communities which implemented them. And all it takes to implement these programs is leadership: a hard working, compassionate shelter director who is passionate about saving lives, abhors killing, and is not content to hide behind tired clichés like “too many animals and not enough homes.” Anyone with a deep and abiding love for animals and a “can do” attitude can take on positions of leadership at SPCAs, humane societies, and animal control shelters across the nation, and quickly achieve the kind of lifesaving results that were once dismissed as nothing more than “hoaxes” or “smoke and mirrors” by the leaders of the past. With no allegiance to the status quo or faith in conventional “wisdom,” new leaders can cause dog and cat deaths to plummet in cities and counties by rejecting the “adopt some and kill the rest” inertia of the past one hundred years. In a little over one year under new leadership committed to change, for example, the Charlottesville SPCA which contracts for animal control in Virginia saved 92 percent of all dogs and cats. This was accomplished under a director with no prior experience running a shelter. There is a larger lesson here from the experiences of other communities with similar success: whether a No Kill succeeds or fails depends on who is running the shelter. The buck stops there.

5) What are the key programs necessary to achieve No Kill?

I call them the “No Kill Equation.” And it is the only model that has actually created No Kill communities. The programs and services of the No Kill Equation include a feral cat Trap-Neuter-Return program, comprehensive adoption programs which include evening and weekend hours and adoption venues throughout the community, medical rehabilitation and behavior socialization programs, working with volunteers, a foster care program for underaged, sick, injured or traumatized animals, high volume affordable spay/neuter, public relations and marketing, working with rescue groups, pet retention programs to help people overcome issues which may cause them to relinquish their pets to shelters, public relations and marketing, and accountability. It is the only effective roadmap to No Kill.

6) In your experience, what’s the most critical step to build a No Kill community?

If you ask 100 animal welfare professionals this question, all 100 would say spay/neuter. But all 100 would be wrong. That is not to say that high volume, low cost sterilization services aren’t important, they are. In fact, they are crucial. But that is not why most dogs and cats are currently being killed in shelters. It isn’t “pet overpopulation.” What we are actually suffering from as a nation, what is actually killing a high number of animals, is an over-population of shelter directors mired in the failed philosophies of the past and complacent with the status quo. We know how to stop the killing, but many shelter directors refuse to implement the No Kill model. As a result, a widespread, institutionalized culture of lifesaving is not possible without wholesale regime change in shelters and national animal protection groups, replacing them with compassionate leaders who reject killing as a method for achieving results.

For more information, visit www.nokillsolutions.com

(Continuation of Why Transparency?)

have to be accounted for and listed as healthy deaths. They can be asterisked (e.g., “the Humane Society saved all of its healthy shelter dogs and cats except for 25 pit bulls who were killed because of a local ordinance prohibiting pit bull placement”). But the organization has to be transparent and account for those deaths.

Another situation that tends to go unreported is owner/guardian requested euthanasia. It’s not uncommon for shelters to euthanize animals at a guardian’s request then exclude them from overall shelter intakes and deaths. In other words, the animals simply don’t show up in public records.

Rather than fearing or fighting transparency, animal welfare organizations should embrace it. When an organization is forthcoming and demonstrates it has nothing to hide, its vulnerability to exposés and allegations is substantially reduced. If there is a problem, the best way to address it is to talk about it. Cover-ups cause people to lose faith and question an organization’s honesty. Refusals to disclose information only make people assume the worst.

Transparency is a big plus even if an organization is less than perfect, because it allows the community to monitor improvement. When the public can see that an agency is saving an increasing number of dog and cat lives, it enhances the organization’s reputation, which builds community trust, which increases financial support, which saves even more lives — and the positive momentum keeps building for the animals.

For more information, visit www.maddiesfund.org.
The Dog Days of Summer
Tips for Keeping Pets Safe and Cool in the Heat

- Provide plenty of water and shade for your pets while they are outdoors. Light colored pets can get sunburned, so apply sunscreen on nose and ear tips as necessary. Exercise is best either in early morning or evening hours. Keep in mind that hot asphalt burns pet’s paws.

- Don’t leave pets in parked cars for ANY period of time. Dogs and cats cannot perspire and can only dispel heat by panting and through the pads in their feet. It takes just a few minutes for temperatures in a parked car, even with the windows cracked open, to reach 120 degrees. If you see an animal in a parked car, immediately alert nearby store management or call the police.

- Be particularly cautious when running your pet in the heat. Each summer, there are many instances of well-intentioned pet owners jogging their dogs to death, since dogs do not show warning signs when overheating. Be sure to stop frequently to allow your pet to rest, cool down, and drink plenty of water.

- Remember that summer is flea and tick season and your pet deserves to be protected from these threats to their health. Use only vet approved products to reduce the risk to your pet.

- Dog bites rise in the summer months as people and their pets are outside more often. Spaying or neutering your pet reduces the risk that they will bite and also provides many other health benefits.

- Don’t take your pets to crowded summer events like concerts or fairs. Loud noises, heat and crowds are very stressful to your pets. Fourth of July fireworks are especially dangerous for your pets as the noise hurts their sensitive ears so leaving them safely at home is the best idea.
PACT Program Helps Trailer Park Cats

The condition was worsening at Touhy Mobile Homes Park in Des Plaines, where 1000 residents were far from living in harmony with the ever-increasing population of stray cats. With an estimated 400 cats breeding under homes, their numbers were raging out of control and problems were erupting as cats fought with one another and resident dogs.

And then abuse started. When Cherie Travis, president of People and Animals in Community Together (PACT) heard that a litter of stray kittens had been decapitated in the trailer park, she decided to get involved to temper the madness.

Travis knew that the only way to help the cats in the park was to initiate a Trap-Neuter-Return (TNR) program, but she needed the residents’ support. She contacted the president of the mobile homes park, and was able to convince him to get involved in helping her trap the cats to sterilize them. “Whether they like cats or hate cats, we’re on the same page,” Travis said. “We want to reduce their numbers.”

PACT volunteers initiated a plan for owned and stray cats to be sterilized, vaccinated for rabies, treated for fleas and ticks, and ear-tipped if they were feral, a simple procedure that indicates to any future trappers that the wild cat they just caught has already been sterilized. The cats were taken to the PAWS Lurie Clinic for all veterinary procedures and returned to the park the next day. The cost was $40, but if residents were on public assistance or could not afford to pay, the service was free, all subsidized by PACT and PAWS Chicago.

The response of the community was tremendous, with some residents breaking down into tears out of gratitude. Through PACT’s efforts, 35 owned cats were sterilized and returned home. 60 adult ferals were sterilized and released, and 50 friendly strays and kittens were fixed and placed for adoption.

This is far from PACT’s first foray into TNR. For three years, in partnership with PAWS Chicago’s Lurie Spay/Neuter Clinic, PACT has run a sterilization program serving owned pets as well as strays brought in by rescuers, altering more than 1000 pets for free. “Our 1,000 sterilizations are going to prevent 5,000 kittens from being born,” Travis said.

PACT will continue working with Touhy Mobile Homes Park to ensure the problem does not return. Because of the success, the trailer park is now considering implementing a requirement that all pets be sterilized and vaccinated. For more information about PACT’s mobile home TNR efforts, visit www.pacthumanesociety.org.

Transformation Underway in Northern Illinois

With a collective 30 years in animal welfare, Melissa Bradshaw, Eric Heppe, Sandra Kooper and Jackie Smith are on a mission. They are working to open Northern Illinois Spay Clinic, a high-volume spay/neuter clinic serving Lake and McHenry Counties and surrounding areas to follow in the footsteps of other great models that are working across the country.

Thousands of homeless pets are killed annually in these northern counties, and spay/neuter is proven to be the fastest way to eliminate this overpopulation problem.

“We have utilized our contacts and completed a nation wide research study of numerous models,” said founder Sandy Kooper. “We are especially fortunate to have the support of PAWS Chicago—one of the most successful models in the country.”

Currently, the group is compiling pet overpopulation data to determine the best location for their clinic. For more information or if you would like to help, please email operationsn햤@yahoo.com.

Legislative Update

Dining with Dogs

The Doggie Dining Act SB 341, passed by the state Senate and awaiting approval from the House, will allow municipalities with a population of 1,000,000 or more to, by ordinance, grant companion dogs access to outdoor dining areas. All ordinances must specify proper controls to ensure restaurants comply with the Illinois Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, the Sanitary Food Preparation Act, and any other applicable statutes.

Companion dogs are considered dogs other than service dogs, which under the Americans with Disabilities Act have the right to enter indoor and outdoor dining areas. The bill specifies that companion dogs will not be present on the interior of any restaurant, and restaurants do have the right to refuse to serve the owner of a companion dog that does not exercise reasonable control over a pet that threatens the safety or health of persons present in the restaurant.

To access additional information on SB 341 visit www.ilga.gov or www.pawschicago.org.
Mayor Daley appointed Anne Kent to Director of Animal Care & Control, Chicago's municipal impoundment agency, in 2004. Since Kent’s arrival, the department has seen tremendous transformation, resulting in more lives saved and safer neighborhoods. Kent immediately implemented tangible goals for every Animal Control duty, setting the bar high to increase adoptions, transfers, redemptions, and the number of strays picked up off the streets, while seeking to decrease euthanasia. Goals had never been set in the department before.

Additionally, Kent has developed a wonderful culture and a very positive attitude in her agency. She has recruited quality personnel who work well with the hundreds of shelter and rescue partners in the region. Under Kent’s leadership, Animal Control has developed a team spirit, streamlined processes to make the transfer process simpler by designating a room of pets available for immediate transfer, expediting the process and reducing the bureaucratic workload for shelters to get animals out. “What was a long, laborious effort to transfer animals has been greatly reduced,” said Kira Robson, PAWS Chicago intake manager. “Which means we spend more time on lifesaving work.”
Love was in the air at the PAWS Chicago Professional Board’s first annual Valentine’s Celebration, dubbed Animal Magnetism. The event debuted on Saturday evening, February 10, at chic Kaleidoscope in River West, raising more than $30,000 to help fund the expanded pet adoption program that will accompany the opening of the Adoption & Humane Center in Lincoln Park.

The party for singles, couples and, most importantly, pets, was sponsored by North Community Bank, Rogers & Hollands Jewelers, and MaiChef Cuisine. It drew over 240 guests and more than 50 four-legged companions (mostly dogs, but there were a few brave cats.)

Attendees danced to a multi-media presentation by fig media and bid on silent auction items that included diamond creations from Rogers and Hollands. They sipped specialty cocktails featuring Xellent Swiss Vodka, sampled Tamari Argentinian Malbec and Boutari Moschofilero from Greece, and enjoyed a dinner buffet by MaiChef Cuisine. Other event sponsors included Lani Dig Your Dog, Freeborn & Peters LLP, Metamorphosis Photography Studio, North Beach, and Stay Dog Hotel, as well as Gold Patrons Matt and Ela Booty and Silver Patron Jeff Davis.

Congratulations to Animal Magnetism co-chairs Ela Booty, Jen Lea, and Jenna Plakut.
Professional Board Wants You!

Love animals? Love to party? You may have found your calling.

The PAWS Professional Board is a growing group of urban professionals, united for the purpose of hosting great events to raise money for PAWS Chicago's efforts to end the killing of homeless pets. You can sign up online to join the Professional Board by visiting www.pawschicago.org, clicking “About Us” and selecting the Professional Board option. The best way to get involved is to sign up for an event committee.

~Meet - N - Sniff~

Kelly Kennedy & Keith Egly with Jake

Suzanne Friday with Hunter & Tj and Denise Gobillot with Kahlua

Seth Bent with Drake

~Santa Paws~

~Poochpalooza~
The Fifth Annual PAWS Chicago Fur Ball drew 500 individuals and more than 100 pampered pooches to the W Chicago City Center Hotel on Saturday, November 18.

Guests entered the gala by ascending a red carpet with paparazzi snapping photos all around, which set the tone for the glamorous evening to follow. The festivities included dancing to the sounds of Michael Lerich Productions and to music spun by a d.j. from Icon Entertainment, people and pooch buffets, specialty bars, and a doggie spa.

Presented by Bentley Gold Coast, Van Cleef & Arpels and the W Hotels of Chicago, the event raised close to $400,000 in support of PAWS Chicago’s innovative adoption, targeted spay/neuter, and community outreach programs.

Among the evening’s activities was a silent auction that featured tickets to a Carrie Underwood/Brad Paisley concert and dinner with Lisa Dent, donated by US99.5, including limousine transportation courtesy of Flair Communications.

The live auction boasted vintage Alhambra earclips and watch by Van Cleef & Arpels, a portrait sitting and print by Victor Skrebneski, a walk-on role on “24”, and a luxury European vacation including business class travel by American Airlines and accommodations at the Park Hyatt Zurich. Among raffle prizes was a stay at the Cypress Inn in Carmel-by-the-Sea and dinner at Roy’s at Pebble Beach, donated by the Ron Chez Family.

Special thanks to Co-Chairs Angie and William DeMars and Judy and Howard Tullman, and Grand Benefactors Janice and Philip Beck, Paula and Peter Fasseas, Regan and Phillip Friedmann, Angel and Paul Harvey, Noah’s Ark Pet supply, and Brent Sherman Racing.

Plan now for the 2007 Fur Ball at the Drake Hotel on Friday, November 16.
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When Charity Navigator ranked PAWS Chicago as one of the Top 10 charities in the nation this past December, it was no surprise to PAWS supporters who know the organization is managed more like a business than a not-for-profit. The woman behind the budgets and operations, Rochelle Michalek, is no stranger to business.

After a 20-year tenure in the corporate world, 17 of them with Motorola, Michalek joined the PAWS team in early 2004, and has managed PAWS programs during the organization’s intense period of growth. As Executive Director of Operations, Michalek works closely with the Board of Directors. She is responsible for implementing the Board’s vision for the organization, and she is accountable for managing operations so that PAWS Chicago meets its goals on all fronts—which means Michalek manages a wide range of departments, from the Lurie Spay/Neuter Clinic to the adoption program to volunteers to humane education.

At Motorola, Michalek worked in product management, operations and process management, organizational alignment, strategy, and financial planning. In 2002, she received her MBA from Kellogg’s Executive Program. That year, she was also recognized as a part of “Top 50 Future Leadership Initiative” at Motorola. Her career was taking off, she was part of one of the great American companies, and even more opportunity was coming her way...but she wanted more: “I realized that I wanted to have an impact on society and make a difference – even if it was in a small way.”

She began volunteering at PAWS Chicago and the experience changed the direction of her life. Michalek was attracted to PAWS Chicago because of its “No Kill” philosophy, its solution based approach to animal welfare, and its belief in educating and partnering with the community to help make a difference in the lives of animals. After volunteering for about 6 months, Michalek was driven to apply for the Director of Operations position for three reasons: passion, social responsibility, and personal fulfillment. She saw the impact PAWS Chicago was having and wanted to become part of the team.

She has not looked back. Michalek said that “the benefit of being able to use my skills and talents to make a long-term difference in something that is very important to me” outweighs the sacrifice of leaving the corporate salaries and benefits. “There is nothing more rewarding than giving an animal a second chance. All of the animals in our program are strays, or have been abandoned by their owners. PAWS Chicago makes a life time commitment to cats and dogs in our program - they will never be without hope again.

She stays motivated by the animals that are saved and the people who have joined the effort.

---

**PAWS SPOTLIGHT**

**Rochelle Michalek**

When Charity Navigator ranked PAWS Chicago as one of the Top 10 charities in the nation this past December, it was no surprise to PAWS supporters who know the organization is managed more like a business than a not-for-profit. The woman behind the budgets and operations, Rochelle Michalek, is no stranger to business.

After a 20-year tenure in the corporate world, 17 of them with Motorola, Michalek joined the PAWS team in early 2004, and has managed PAWS programs during the organization’s intense period of growth. As Executive Director of Operations, Michalek works closely with the Board of Directors. She is responsible for implementing the Board’s vision for the organization, and she is accountable for managing operations so that PAWS Chicago meets its goals on all fronts—which means Michalek manages a wide range of departments, from the Lurie Spay/Neuter Clinic to the adoption program to volunteers to humane education.

At Motorola, Michalek worked in product management, operations and process management, organizational alignment, strategy, and financial planning. In 2002, she received her MBA from Kellogg’s Executive Program. That year, she was also recognized as a part of “Top 50 Future Leadership Initiative” at Motorola. Her career was taking off, she was part of one of the great American companies, and even more opportunity was coming her way...but she wanted more: “I realized that I wanted to have an impact on society and make a difference – even if it was in a small way.”

She began volunteering at PAWS Chicago and the experience changed the direction of her life. Michalek was attracted to PAWS Chicago because of its “No Kill” philosophy, its solution based approach to animal welfare, and its belief in educating and partnering with the community to help make a difference in the lives of animals. After volunteering for about 6 months, Michalek was driven to apply for the Director of Operations position for three reasons: passion, social responsibility, and personal fulfillment. She saw the impact PAWS Chicago was having and wanted to become part of the team.

She has not looked back. Michalek said that “the benefit of being able to use my skills and talents to make a long-term difference in something that is very important to me” outweighs the sacrifice of leaving the corporate salaries and benefits. “There is nothing more rewarding than giving an animal a second chance. All of the animals in our program are strays, or have been abandoned by their owners. PAWS Chicago makes a life time commitment to cats and dogs in our program - they will never be without hope again.

She stays motivated by the animals that are saved and the people who have joined the effort.

---

**Saving Isabel**

**Katrina PAWS Dog Gives Back to Chicago**

Isabel (PAWS name Melanie) found herself homeless after the devastation of Hurricane Katrina. When PAWS brought her back to Chicago, she had the common Katrina symptoms: heartworm, skin disease, and uncertainty. That is, until Cynthia Buczko adopted her.

Since her good fortune nearly two years ago, Isabel has become a certified therapy dog through the Delta Society and is spending her time at the Evanston Hospital. Isabel will also be working with the PAWS Chicago Humane Education Team this summer.
## SPAY/NEUTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>GROWTH</th>
<th>2007 GOALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Surgeries</td>
<td>12,223</td>
<td>8,797</td>
<td>38.95%</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free</td>
<td>9,142</td>
<td>5,593</td>
<td>44.48%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidized</td>
<td>3,081</td>
<td>3,201</td>
<td>-3.75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Health Checks</td>
<td>14,906</td>
<td>10,626</td>
<td>40.28%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free or Subsidized Vaccines</td>
<td>16,403</td>
<td>10,980</td>
<td>49.38%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## COMMUNITY OUTREACH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>GROWTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presentations / Events (Targeted)</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>15.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People Reached</td>
<td>24,551</td>
<td>17,147</td>
<td>43.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spay / Neuter Flyers Distributed</td>
<td>103,000</td>
<td>94,000</td>
<td>9.57%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>GROWTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Volunteers</td>
<td>5,176</td>
<td>4,160</td>
<td>24.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Volunteers</td>
<td>1,329</td>
<td>1,156</td>
<td>14.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Volunteers (Via Orientation)</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>25.05%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ADOPTION PROGRAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>GROWTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pet Admissions</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>48.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Surrender to PAWS</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>63.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer from Animal Care &amp; Control</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>127.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer from other shelters</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>-55.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Due to Hurricane Katrina in 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return of PAWS pets previously adopted</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>133.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Animals Adopted</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>50.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cats (Cat Adopt Center)</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>73.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cats (26th Street)</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>73.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogs</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>27.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Adoptions (subtracting returns)</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>47.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Shelters’ Adoptions through PAWS Events</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Euthanasia</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cats</td>
<td>8 (Medical)</td>
<td>2 (Medical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogs</td>
<td>6 (3 Medical, 3 Behavioral)</td>
<td>2 (Behavioral)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Saving Maggie** Foster Families Lifesavers for Litters of Pets

An all too common tale, Maggie was relinquished to Animal Care & Control shortly after having a litter of kittens. People often give up newborn litters to shelters, and many times, the mother is turned in too. Because of the time and resources necessary to wean newborns and keep them healthy as they develop their immune systems, most of these pets are not saved at traditional shelters. But thanks to special needs foster families, PAWS Chicago can take in nursing moms and their litters, who live in foster homes until the babies are old enough to be adopted.

Consider opening your home to special needs pets, so PAWS Chicago can save even more of these needy pets. Email cwitte@pawschicago.org for more information on becoming a foster parent.
Charity Navigator, the nation’s premier independent charity evaluator, placed PAWS Chicago on their Charity Hall of Fame list. This list selects the ten best charities in the nation. According to Charity Navigator, “These 10 exceptional charities represent the best of the best...with a history of respecting donors and exhibiting strong fiscal management, these charities are a good investment for donors.”

Thank you all the wonderful PAWS Chicago volunteers and supporters, PAWS has been able to operate at the highest level of fiscal efficiency, with every dollar helping to save the lives of homeless pets. Your time, energy, and donations are truly making a difference.

### Statements of Activities

**Year Ended December 31, 2006 (unaudited)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unrestricted (Operations)</th>
<th>Temporarily Restricted Adoption &amp; Humane Center</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Revenues and Other Support</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Service Fees:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoption Program</td>
<td>98,806</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>98,806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spay/Neuter Clinic</td>
<td>409,451</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>409,451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Contributions</td>
<td>1,172,181</td>
<td>2,537,116</td>
<td>3,709,297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pledges at Present Value</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>911,005</td>
<td>911,005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Income</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>120,012</td>
<td>120,012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Events</td>
<td>807,447</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>807,447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenue</strong></td>
<td>2,487,885</td>
<td>1,746,123</td>
<td>4,234,008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                |                           |                                               |             |
| **Expenses**   |                           |                                               |             |
| Program Services:            |                           |                                               |             |
| Spay/Neuter Clinic             | 966,502                    | -                                             | 966,502     |
| Adoption Program             | 624,346                    | -                                             | 624,346     |
| Humane Education             | 386,063                    | -                                             | 386,063     |
| Fundraising                  | 104,831                    | -                                             | 104,831     |
| Special Events               | 294,371                    | -                                             | 294,371     |
| Management and General       | 114,379                    | -                                             | 114,379     |
| Capital Campaign             | 50,315                     | -                                             | 50,315      |
| **Total Expenses**           | 2,540,807                  | -                                             | 2,540,807   |

|                |                           |                                               |             |
| **Change in Net Assets**     | (52,922)                   | 1,746,123                                    | 1,693,201   |
| **Net Assets at Beginning of Year** | 313,729                 | 9,629,598                                    | 9,943,327   |
| **Net Assets at End of Year** | 260,807                    | 11,375,721                                   | 11,636,528  |

---

**Saving Belle**

Belle, a 5-year-old Pug, had known some tough times before she came to PAWS Chicago by way of Chicago Animal Care & Control. She had been abandoned and left tied up in front of a beauty salon in Lakeview. Hard knocks, however, hadn’t hardened her playful and friendly personality.

US99.5 (WUSN-FM) DJ Lisa Dent and morning co-host Ramblin’ Ray regularly promote PAWS Chicago adoptions and events, and took Belle’s story to the air waves. Just a few minutes after Lisa and Ray ended an interview with PAWS, Carolyn Kethcart called US99.5 about Belle. The past four Christmases, Carolyn’s 7-year-old granddaughter, Gabrielle had asked Santa Clause for a pug.

Gabrielle’s parents had adopted Belle. The persevering little Pug made an easy transition into her new home, despite somewhat overwhelming attention from Gabrielle and her two siblings.

“She’s doing great,” said Gabrielle’s mom when asked about Belle. “She’s such a good dog, very playful and very affectionate, and she’s made the kids’ day. We couldn’t have asked for a better dog.”
PAWS Chicago Makes Top 10 in Charity Navigator's National Hall of Fame
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Smita and Rajat Chakravarty  
Jill Chavin  
Chicago Community Development Corporation  
Chicago Veterinary Emergency Services  
Chicago/Springfield Consultants, L.L.C.  
Kathryn Chlapcik  
Steven Chrapla  
Citizens Community Bank  
Sue Clark  
Julie and Timothy Clary  
Barbara Lee Cohen  
Myrna Cohen  
Margaret and James Colley  
Thomas Cornell  
Trish and Hank Courte  
Anne Crays  
Elizabeth Crowley  
Cushman & Wakefield, Inc.  
Terri and Alfred D’Ancona  
Nancy and Todd Dalaska  
Bethany Davies  
Joyce Dawson  
Kathleen Deacy  
Lawrie Dean  
Grace Degrand  
John Desjardins  
Suzanne and Wesley Dixon  
Cynthia Downes  
Anne-Marie St. Germaine  
Patricia S. Spratt  
Patricia and David Spagat  
Lori and John Wallis  
Carole Whipple  
Tom Hagerty and Amanda Wielgus-Hagerty  
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Wilkin  
Richard and Joyce Wilson  
Meredith Bluhm-Wolf and William Wolf  
Pamela L. Wulf  
John Brill and Martin Yee  
Carla and William Young  
Rita Zambon  
Edward and Mona Zander  
Sam and Helen H. Zell

$500 to $999

Gina and Mark Afolter

Laura Agin  
Casey Allison  
Allstate Giving Campaign  
ARC Communications, Inc.  
Jill Augustine and John Schafer  
Sara Badler  
Mary and Howard Baim  
Bain & Company, Inc.  
Jacqueline Barry  
Joanne Bauer and Bill Latoza  
Karen Beisch  
Mary Beinik  
Kirsten and Christopher Bergin  
Laura Bergman  
Nate Berkus  
Richard Blaisdell  
Palmer Blakley  
Barbara and Donald Bluhm  
Michael Bogal  
Bow Wow Meow  
D. Lauren Brooks  
Abigail Brown  
Ann Brown  
Kathleen Brown  
Ruth Bruch  
Ingrid and Brian Bryzinski  
Denise and Glenn Bucher  
Joan Butkus  
Pamela and Michael Butters  
Cardinal Health  
Sue Carey  
Ann Caron  
Jean Cavanaugh  
Smita and Rajat Chakravarty  
Jill Chavin  
Chicago Community Development Corporation  
Chicago Veterinary Emergency Services  
Chicago/Springfield Consultants, L.L.C.  
Kathryn Chlapcik  
Steven Chrapla  
Citizens Community Bank  
Sue Clark  
Julie and Timothy Clary  
Barbara Lee Cohen  
Myrna Cohen  
Margaret and James Colley  
Thomas Cornell  
Trish and Hank Courte  
Anne Crays  
Elizabeth Crowley  
Cushman & Wakefield, Inc.  
Terri and Alfred D’Ancona  
Nancy and Todd Dalaska  
Bethany Davies  
Joyce Dawson  
Kathleen Deacy  
Lawrie Dean  
Grace Degrand  
John Desjardins  
Suzanne and Wesley Dixon  
Cynthia Downes  
Anne-Marie St. Germaine  
Patricia S. Spratt  
Patricia and David Spagat  
Lori and John Wallis  
Carole Whipple  
Tom Hagerty and Amanda Wielgus-Hagerty  
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Wilkin  
Richard and Joyce Wilson  
Meredith Bluhm-Wolf and William Wolf  
Pamela L. Wulf  
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Edward and Mona Zander  
Sam and Helen H. Zell
### 2006 Honor Roll of Donors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Organization</th>
<th>Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elaine and Charles Leroux</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martene and Thomas Lesko</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Levitan</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Lisack</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridget and Brandon Lower</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Peterson and David Makowski</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Jo and David Mandula</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy Mannert</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy Markey</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanda Martin</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Martonfoly and Norman Albert</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Mason</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy and Christopher McClure</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert R. McCormick Foundation</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William McEldowney</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan Bank Group, Inc.</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Meyer</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael &amp; Carrie Gidwitz Charitable Foundation</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael’s North</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Post and Robert Glavin</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicki Poropat</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek Pieper</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Phillips</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Peterson</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Foundation</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John D. and Alexandra C. Nichols</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Foundation</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogden Offset Printers Inc.</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Olsen</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Oshiona</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Construction Services</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Paldrmic</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen Pars</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payal Lauren Designs LLC</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Peterson</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pets For The Elderly Foundation</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Phillips</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doris Pehr</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicki Poropat</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Post and Robert Glavin</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlie Pyne</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayant Radhakrishnan</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Brucato and Wesley Rarick</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terri Reed</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judi Regal</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelley and Eric Reisenbigler</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Robbins</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill and Ron Rohde</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Romig</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirk Rose</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruby Room</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary and Donald Rudnik</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rummel Associates, Inc.</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine and Scott Rupp</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alix and Steven Salyers</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara and Richard Samuels</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth and Fred Schmitz</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norbert Schwarz</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally and William Searle</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Sheridan</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earl Shauberg</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siedruck</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Simon</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candace and Paul Sipiera-Damm</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinclair Siragusa</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agnes Smialek</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth and Christopher Smith</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Smyth</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Sneed</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer South</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Spinnier</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Stagnam</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Stefanos</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret and Mark Steffenangel</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Stock</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Stringer</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Swartz</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calvin Swartzentruber</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Swift</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa Tarant</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elvira Teel</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Templer</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Tenhorn</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Aspengren Charitable Foundation</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chicago Community Foundation</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Thurmond</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah and Matthew Tilton</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Tovrov</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Tracy</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodore Trafelet</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan and William Tredwell</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonnie and John Vainder</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie and David Van Osdel</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Vogelmann</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Wagner</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andre Walker</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamie Walton</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica and David Wayne</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eaton Weiler</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary and Eric Weimers</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Weiss</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Weiss</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee and Dan Welborn</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathon Wells</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tish and Curt Wescott</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westfield North Bridge</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Westphal</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Alice Wheeler</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William White</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberley Whitney</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wigglyville Pet Boutique</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronika Wilczynski</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine and Geoffrey Williamson</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally and Robert Winter</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company Foundation</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Wolf and Tom Dobrinski</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth and Matthew Worcester</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Yaeger Roth</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Zajenkauskas</td>
<td>$250 to $499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

$250 to $499

- Laura Adler
- Albertsons/Oso Drug
- Alana Almassy
- Ameriprise Financial Employee Gift Matching Program
- Andersonville Pet Sitting
- Jacqueline and Ron Andino
- Nancy Andres
- Blair Ashner
- AT&T Pioneers
- Lisa Ayala
- Backdrop Outlet
- Sprocket

---

Eva Chase
Karolyn and Richard Cherepiski
Chicago Futures Group
Christine Churchill
CNA Foundation
Davin Cohen
Grace Cole
Jennifer Cole
Kelly Conley
Shannon Cook
Janice and Ray Blaney
Svetlana and Andrew Corr
Lisa Cottrell
Carole Creggton

---

Michelle Cross
Peter Cecinello
Robin and Steve Dale
Vi Daley
Marguerite Delaney-Hark
Jill and Al Devaney
James Dickens
Martha Doerger
Dogone Fun!
Lynn Douglass
Drops & Props Inc. Operating Account
DBW Investments
Gary Dulaney
Deborah Duncan
Tara and Keith Dunne Stocker
Janna Dutton
Dixie and Charles Dyre
E&S Properties LLC
Edens Bank
Michael Egan
Kerry Ellison
Gale England
Shari and Norman Epstein
Trish and Hank Estrada
Teresa Evans
Elizabeth Fairfax
Emily and Dustin Fanciullo
Andrea and Thomas Fang
Ann Feeney
Judith and John Fiandaca
Felicia Flegelwick
Michael Fitzgerald
Virginia Follmer
Virginia and David Foster
Kimberly Francis
Carla Frangela
Stacie and Robert French
Anita Friedman
Mark Frisch
Rosemarie Gabriel
Fred Gerhanov
Christine Geymer
Joan Gianatasio
Maureen Gies
Eva and Mark Rapst
Kelly and Mike Golden
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Jennifer Gonzalez
Angela Goodwin and Will Ford
Dorsey and David Gordon
Susan Goren
Steven Gosh
Zarada Gowenlock
Cynthia Graham
Pamela Gray
Stella Green
Theresa Gross-Diaz
Norah Guerriere
Maureen and Kevin Guillois
Karen and Jay Gupta
Suzanne Gyfle
Mirsad and Branka Hadzimuratovic
Robert and Dave Hahn
Lynne Hall
Janice Halpern
Harris Bank Foundation
Patricia and Daniel Healy
Timothy Hendricks
Kathryn Herrick
Jane Higgins
2006 Honor Roll of Donors

Mark Ashleman
Carol Ahmed
Bethany and Mujtaba Aidroos
Eugene Aiello
Sharon Alexander
Kathleen and Gus Alexandrakis
Rose Allen
Sarah and Robert Allgyer
Sandra Almazan
Denise and Sal Aloisio
Lisa Allen
Victoria Altree
Rachel Alvarez
Michelle Amato
American Express Foundation
Judith Anderson
Karen and Larry Anderson
Karen Anderson
Anita Andre-Stringer
Tracy Pilarski and Neil Andree
Jeanette and John Andrews
Sandy Andrews and Bob Fiascone
Amber Angel
Jennifer Antonelli
AON Foundation
Mizzy Applegate
Nancy and Walter Aque
Judith and Dominick Archer
Denise Ardizzone
Reyna and Andre Arguijo
Ariel Capital Management, LLC
Kate Armstrong
Christian Arneson
Susan Arneson
Paula Arnett
Jennifer and Eric Arnuquist
Susan Arra
Laura Arterburn
Michael Ashburne
Kathryn and Semih Aslan
Danielle Aseran
Jeff Augustine
Patricia Augustiny
Nina Aversa
Sara Aversa
Ann Avery
Jill Averys
Raluca Avram
Cliff Babbutt
Allison and Doug Bacon
Robert Bacon
Ruth and Robert Bailey
Diane and Terrence Baker
Lori Bakker
Anthony Baldassano
Betsy Balke and Alison Ebert
Marla Ballenger
Bernarda Ballgyptos
Nancy and John Balough
Melanie and John Balzer
Raymond Banas
Lisa and Keith Bandolik
Daniel Banfield
Evelyn Baniewicz
Lou Bank
Catherine Bannister
Ivan Barajas
Janet Barkell
Yuki Hung and Brad Barnes
William Barnett
J. Robert Barr
Robert Barragan
Susan Barnett
Elizabeth and Barry Barretta
Robert Barron
Stefanie and Eric Barsema
Bonnie and Wayne Barski
Pet Barter
Barbara Bartel
Julie and Eric Barth
Nancy Barthule
Linda Bartoli
Marc Basle
Edward Bass
Eileen Batchen
Amy Bateson
Heather Battaglia
Artina and Rod Baudino
Julie Bauer
Rosalia Baum
Esther and Richard Baumgarten
Sonja Baur
Sydelle Beattie
Faith Baxter
April and Jeffrey Baxter
Jayne Bazos
Jerry Bearden
Martha Beck Von Peccoz
L. Ann Becken
Heather and Marty Behm
Beth Behny
Anna Behrman
Sophie and Carl Beinoras
Meredith Belber
Debbie Bell
Mike Benvenelli
Michele Bengston
Kari Benson
Debbie and Bruce Bentcover
Cathy and Louis Beres
Melissa and Thomas Bergen
Patricia Bergson
Sandra Bergman
Jill Berlinski
Ingrid and Philip Berman
Ross Berman
Edna and Robert Bernandin
Lorraine and Paul Bernasek
Fran Berry
Michelle and Brian Berry
Natalie Besuden
Angelica Bialek
Lori Biesboer
Daniel Bilo
Diane Bischoff
Charlotte Bitto
M.J. Black
Patricia Black
Thomas Black
Cynthia Blacklidge
S Blaho
Jacqueline and James Blake
Jacque Blatner
Jerry Blaylock and Dana Sadasukas
Renata and Robert Block
Deborah Bloom
Jennifer Bloom
Suzanne Bobalik
Bernadette and William Rober
Angelina Bochenki
Beth Boehrer
Ralph Bogan
Carol Bogosian
Patrick Bolger
Mireye Bond
Christine Bontemps
Joan Boomsma
Marie Booth
Brian Bornet
Jacquelyn and Stephen Bossu
Lori Bourelle
Kathleen Bovid
Bovis Lend Lease, Inc.
Carolyn and Daniel Bowman
Anne Boyle
Tracy Boyle
The BP Employee Matching Fund
Lisa Braddy
Sheila Bradley
Teresa Brady
Deborah and Lawrence Brail
Susan Brandstetter
Dorothy Bratcher
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Brautschik
Braun Drugs, Inc.
Danniele Braund
Carolyn and Fabrice Braunfelt
Mary and Braverman Braverman
Brandy Braeux Smimks
Jeanine and Thomas Breen
Kathleen and Bill Bremer
Dana Brendecke
Bevin Brennan
Mary and Charles Brennan
Carol and John Bremer
Karen Bricker
Mildred and Kenneth Brickman
Mary E. Gallo and Anthony K. Bridges
Elizabeth L. Gilmore and Darren K. Brink
Erwin Brinkmann
Brian Burcham
Jaci Bursard
Doris Burger
Jennifer Burman
Erin and Edmond Burke
Christine and Patrick Burke
Christine Burkhardt
Burlington Realty, Inc.
Stephanie and Eric Burns
John Burtelow
Mary Burwitz
Jasmine and Adam Busch
Kathy and Ronald Butkiewicz
Cecile Butler
Lurena Button
Cathleen Byrne
Mary Cahill
John Cain
Alexa Renee Caliendo
Cassandra Callard
Lori Callaway
Phyllis Calvert
Joe Camardo
Tiffany and Chris Camden
Aimee Campbell
Marion Campbell
Courtney and Trevor Campbell
Campsa Family Foundation
Canine Companions for Independence
Brenda Cunningham
Jill and Tony Cannizzaro
William Cannon
Anna and Cary Cannova
Angela Cantor
Nicolle Cap
Martha Caplan
Erika Caprera Cordova
Claudine and Dennis Caralis
Jennifer Carani
Amanda Carlson
Charles Carlson
Kelly Carlson
Leslie and Tom Carlstead
Linda and Dean Carlstone
Selma and J.G. Carmichael
Deborah Carnery
Cristin Carole
Nannette Carpenter
Barbara Carr
Jon Carroll
Colleen Carroll Thomas
Christopher Carrow
Shelley and Robert Cartwright
Nancy Case
Penelope Cate
Motzua Caudill
Robert Celeste
Noel Cerda
Lakku Chandrawiard
Ann Chandrashekhar
Diane Chapulis
The Charles Schwab Foundation
Ann Charney
Irene Checchia
Richard Chelsvig
Renee Chen
Lisa Cherven
Sunet Cherian
John Chesney
Karen Chesrown
Chicago Community Bank
Chicago Game & Gourmet
Chicago Pet Care
Chicago Shoe Expo
Chicago Tribune
Roseann Chodak
Karen Crane
Crandall's
Judy Cox
Melissa and Joseph Cox
Elyse Coval
Patrice Courboin Lydon
Concetta and Nevin Cottrell
Alfredo Cotto
Christine Digangi-Hughes
Karen Crawford
Debra Cribbs
Lisa Crossett
Lorie Crouse
Antulio and Brandon Cruz
Sandy and Charles Cucuruz
Rebecca Calp
Mary Lou Culver
Kelly Culwell
Current
M. and M Curtin
Stacey and Vince Curtis
Mary and Jim Curto
Debra Cusack
Joyce Cwik
Michael Cybul
Carol and Daniel Cyganowski
Roman Czajlicki
Tatiana Czajlicki
Timothy Czarniecki
John Czemski
Antoinette D’Vencets
Nicole Daccardo
Roya Dadkhah
Mikala Daugle
Shirley and Patrick Daly
Donna Daniels
Philip Darling
Ludmila Dashekevich
Scott David
Nancy Davidson and Amy Pearsall
Paula Daivudeke
Diana Davis
Jay Davis
Tiffany Davis
Nicole and Steve Young
Michael De Brauw
Heather De Ridder
Maribeth Deacy
Shawn DeAmicis
Danielle and Duffy DeCamp
Pamela and Brian Decker
Nancy and Marc Deaufau
Ruth Dehe
Kelly and Chuck Deitz
Eileen De Lance
Susan Delauria
Debbie and Robert DeLeeraw
Beverly DeLeon
Richard DeGiacude
Jason DeMar
Erika Dembowski
Jenny Demetrio
Phil Deming
Maureen and Anthony Demma
Lisa Demos
Jyoti Deo
Carrie DePiazza
Heather DeRidder
Deborah Derlaucki
Sapna Desai and Robert Peachey
David Desantis
Dennis DeSario
Chris Deschane
Joan Desmond
Randy DesNoyers
Lucille Detloff
Carol Devine
Ani Dharia
Abigail Diaz
Francis Diaz
Patrick DiCillo
Dinah Dickson
Barbara and Richard Dickson
Ann Dienner
Christine Digangi-Hughes
Emily Dignan
Evelyn and Edward Dik
Gia Dileo-Emerson and Noah Emerson
Gary Dilley
Lisa DiMartino
Kathryn Ditmars
Linda and Richard Dobson
Margaret Dolan
Diane and Michael Dolesh
Klaus Dolmer
Helen Donley
Patricia Domnoy
James Donnelley
Candice and Daniel Donohue
Barbara Doody
Dana and Brendan Dorais
Sheila Dorman
Nancy and William Dorman
Denise and Michael Dornback
Jacqueline and David Dornback
Thomas Dorrance
Jennifer and Mike Dorsch
Jean and Dick Doub
Colleen Dougan
Gloria Dougherty
The Down Town Dog
Amy Downey
Brian Drabik
Jill and Michael Draffin
Julie Drafter
Diane and Steve Drevry
Debra and Richard Drinane
Florence Dry
John Duax
Steven Dubik
Joan Dubin
Dawn Dubow
Beth Dubyak
Lyndelle Ducoummin
Sarah Ducore
Cheryl and Terry Dudeck
Loren Duffey
Kelly and John Dugan
Chelsea and Jeremiah Duggan
Ava and Mark Duggan
Cynthia and Giuseppe Dugo
Dorothea and Gregory Duncan
Judy and Jim Dunlap
Marcia Dunn
Susan Dunning
Jeanne Durley
Dutchman Inc.
Carol Dvorka
Marjorie and Harold Dwy
Philip Dylaba
Ronald Dybas
Susan Earle
Gloria Earvin
Anne Eaton
Victoria and Charles Ebeling
Luís Eduardo M. Monteiro
Rachel Simms and Randy Edwards
Lara and Douglas Ehlich
Melisa Eibl
Brooke Eide
Eileen and Gerald Eisenstein
Elements
James Eller
Frances Elliott
Peter Elliott
David Ellis
JoAnne Ellis
Julia Ellwanger
Elena Eloudhriri
Kristin Eloudhriri
Alexander Elsberg
Diane and Donald Elza
Jane Endres
Energizer
Michelle Engelbrecht
Jennifer Engelhardt
Catherine Englund
Donna and Duane Englund
Catherine English and Eugene Murtagh
Sally and Richard Ennis
Jennifer and John Enright
Donna and Fred Entin
Kayla Epstein
Margaret Erickson
Kenneth Erikson
Dawn and Mark Erlter
Heather Ervin-Paliga
John Eryan
Sharon and Ernest Esmay
Annie and Herbert Essex
Eden Essex
Missy Bundy and Bruce Etelson
Megan and C. Thomas Evans
Russel Ewert
Francine Ex and Charles Portis
T. Fabris
Darnan Faggi
Gloria and Allen Fairbanks
Mary Jo and William Fairbanks
Michelle Weissgerber and Edd Fairman
Bonne Ffel
Karen Farm
Adrienne Farrell and Amanda Farrell
Kathryn Farro and Rachel Hegarty
Diane Feher
Nancy and Greg Fehn
Kim Fell
Judith and Joseph Fell
Amy Felz
Nick Fera
Marilyn Fernandez
Linda and John Feutz
Donald Fields
Karen and Andy Fiester

Natasha

Michelle and Thomas Findlay
Darren Finke
Joan Finley
Francis Finn
Sarah and Jonathan Fischer
Fsuerv CBS Division
Paul Fish
Jennifer Fisher and Tom Poken
T.L. Fisher
Meredith and William Fisher
Edward Fitzgerald
Kenneth Fitzgerald
Cheryl Fitzpatrick
Shirleen and Donald Fitzpatrick
Juanita Flagger
Kelly Flanagan and Greg Marcum
Carolyn and Robert Flanigan
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Jennifer Fleck
Patricia Fleming
Gloria Fletcher
Michael Flomenhoft
Elizabeth Flores and Refugio Rosales
Lisa Flores
Mary Flores
Donna Flynn
Gillian Flynn
Jean Follett
Grace Fontana
Robert and Beth Footlik
Margo and Richard Ford
Linda Fordice
Brenda Foreman
Tessa and Hugo Forte
Brook and Josh Fosburg
Michaela Fosses
Danielle Foster
Andrew Foust
Doris and David Fox
Roger Fox
Kim and Parry Frank
Barbara Frankie
Julie Frankowski
Marshall Freeman
Deborah Frei
Marilyn Frey
Vicki and David Freyman
Joanne Friedland
Suzanne and Albert Friedman
Robert Friedman
Stephanie Friedman
Stephen Friedman
Debbie Friedman
Sherry Frigge
Claudia and Rudy Fritsch
Lianne Fritz
Patricia Fron
Caroline Frowe
Sarinda and Gian Fulgomi
Anne Fuller and Mark Diffenderffer
Paula Fuller
Thomas Fuller
Rebecca Fung
Bridget and Anthony Fusco
Aggie and Jeffrey Gadacz-Atkins
Regina Gaffke
Joan Gagen
Wayne Galkis
Michelle Gajewski
Prezemyslaw Galaczinski
Daniel Galati
Diane Galej
Anne-Marie Gallagher
Jo Ann Gallo
Galloping Gourmuts
Juan Galvez
Agostina and Jorge Gandarilla
Catherine Gannet
Martin Gapsis
Lori and Luis Garcia
Nancy Gardner
George Gatisis
Cynthia Gazdzolis
Julie and Michael Gaubatz
Mara Gaudette
John and Joan Geary
Samantha Geer
Susan Geiger-Muniz
Heather Geissmann
John Gelsomino
Judy Gentile
Charline and Joseph George
Marta George
Angela Geraci
Ann and Bernard Gerber
Kristine and Jeffrey Gercke
Jeffrey Gertz
Catherine Gettman
Lisa Getzinger
Arlene Gliron
Nicole Giambonne and Robert Green
Lisa Gianfrancisco
Amy Giannico
Denise and James Giannulos
Dianne Gibraski
Sue Gilbert
Michelle and Alan Gilbertson
Charles Gilchrist
Frank Gill
Randolph Gilliam
Mary Gilmore
Judy and Kenneth Gimbel
Gail Gingrich
Leonard Graziano
Jennifer Girard
Mary Ann Girardi
Christopher Glancy
Suellen Glasser
Mark Glatt
Babette Glazer
Kevin Gleeson
Greta Gilman
Judith and Edward Gloppe
Francis Glover
Angela and Kevin Glowiacki
Gail Golob
Hedwig and Robert Golant
David Goldberg
Joan Gold
Darcy Goldfarb

Catherine Gray
Sarah Gray
David and Jill Greatrix
Adelita Greeley
Jack Greenberg
Irene Greenblatt
Beverly Greene
Kathy and Richard Grego
Erica Greiner
Christopher Greis
Marion Grenzinski
Bryan Griffin
Janice Griffin
Marilyn Griffin
Kara Griffths
Carole Griggs
Gisela Grimaldos
Christina Grohs
Sheri and Mark Groover
Vicki and Howard Grosse
Sylvia Gruszk
Michelle and Garry Grygoitis
Angela Guarino
Dana and Juan Guerrero
Anandev and Shipa Gurjala
Karlene Gurtowski
Mary Kay and Harry Gustafson
Mike Guthrie
Jesus Gutierrez
Emalie and Arthur Gutterman
Betty and Lester Gutman
Alice and Steve Haas
Susan Haddad
Edith Hahn
Gerri Halas
Lauran Halpern
Anne Hamada
Eve Hamilton
Stuart Hamilton
Gary Hamity
Carol Hammer and Hal Weinberger
Kristin and Anthony Hammes
Kathleen and Daniel Hamzik
Santeney Han
Sally Hands
William Hanello
Rebekah and Andrew Hanley
Sue Hanlon
Thomas Hanlon
Sondra and Michael Hannafan
Barbara Hansen
Rachel Hansen
Laurel Hanson and John Parrelli
Linda Hanson
Thomas Hanson
Chelsi Hanzlik
Marcia Hanzlik
Nancy Haraldson
Joseph Harchut
Sue Hardik
Ezin and Ryan Harding
Ellen and Brian Hardy
Kate Finerty and Kevin Hardy
Arlene and Stephen Hardy
Catherine Hargraves
Elizabeth Hargraves
Karen Haring
Sharon Harpaz
Dieter Harper
Amy Harris
Cwen and John Harris
Wendy Harris
Thomas Harrison
Harry F. & Elaine Chaddick Foundation, Inc.
Barbara Hart

Ellen Casey and Chris Hart
Donna Hart
Anne Hartgerink
Pamela Harting
Rekha Harting
Ann Hartman
Gwen and J. Paul Hartt
Mary and Richard Harvey
Kristin Haskin
Robert Hassan
Mary Hathaway
Christine Hauser
Robert Hauewex
Deborah and Charles Hawes
Mary Beth Hawes
Jeffrey and Kathy Hawk
Jo Ann Hayden
Donna and John Hayden
Vanessa and Martin Hayden
Ellen Hayes
Keith Hayes
Michelle Hayward
Mary Heed
Lois Heald
Judith Healy
William Healy
Magdalena Hebel
Lisa and Andrew Heckman
Sarah Heeter
Ann Heffron
Amanda Heilmann
Scott and Ann Heineman
Tari Heintz
Diane Heller
Lisa and Michael Helman
Amy Hemmenspen
Nancy Hencke
Holly Hendrickson
Sara and Scott Henke
Cathleen and Robert Henleben
Laura Henriks
Regan Hentz
David Henwood
Jenna Herhold
Annette and John Hering
Lauren Herring
Sally Hershon
Mary Hershey
Rhoda Herzolf
Doug Herzos
Elizabeth and Sanford Hess
Jean and Bill Hetrick
Margaret and Ronald Hettinger
Darcy and Jonathan Heuring
Victoria Hicks
Lynn Hirt
Thomas Higginbottom
Patricia Higgins
Cindy Higman
Lori Hilson
Debra and John Hilton
John Himmel Decorative Arts, LLC
Hollie and Steve Himmelman
Shaun Himmerick
Kevin Hinzman
Erik Hinrichs
Linda and Jeff Hinrichs
Suzanne Hitchco
Guenter Hitzsch
William Hirsh
Joan and Wayne Hochwater
Vicki and Charles Hodges
Julie Hodgson
Lauren Hoeflich
Jeffrey Hoer
Charles Holbauer
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Therese Lang
Holly Lange
Brian Langgier
Denn and Robert Lapin
Suneeta Laroia
Sharon LaShure
Rosemary and John Lauerhaas
Ruth Laufer
Elizabeth Laughlin
Eleanor Lawson
Winfred and Marshall Leaf
Claire Leaman
Barbara LeBuhn
Jessica Leddy
Jay Ledinsky
Amy Lee
Jeff Lee
Ken Lee
Joan Leff
Lynn Martin and Harry Lienenweber
Daniella Leinwand
Miriam and Charles Lenart
John Lence
Frauke and John Lenkos
Barbara and Gregory Lentini
Julie Leonard
Sarah and Dan Leonard
Susan Leons
Janet Leopold
Sandra and Craig Letrich
Lettuce Entertain You Enterprises, Inc.
John Levi
Lawrence Levin
Hazel and M. Lester Levinthal
Curtis Levy
Helene and Harold Levy
Ashley Evans and Timothy Lewandowski
Betty and Brinsley Lewis
Marilyn Lewis
Eliz Lezark
Thomas Lhee
Maryjane Lang
Debra and James Lindsay
Gina Lindsay
Linda Lindstrom
Andie Liniker
Paul Lipner
Mary and Robert Lipra
Lucy Dorendell and Jim Litchfield
Nancy and William Lloyd
David Locke
Terri Lohmann and Jeff Templin
Sherry London
Al Lopez
Karen and Ricardo Lopez
Kathy and Pat Loridas
Krista Louden
Janet and Alan Lougee
Carol and John Louis
Kelley and Stanley Lovelace
Eve Lovero
Sandra Lose
Joanne Lowenthal
Susan Luck
Kenneth Ludvig
June and Robert Ludvig
MJ Luetsert
D. Luak
Muriel Lund-Michel
Lurve's Garden Center
Joyce and David Luster
Carmen Lynes
Michelle Lynn
Brad Lyle
Madelyn Mac Mahon

Nancy Machura
Brandon MacInnis
Joseph Makin and Khai Waterman
Susan Manzari
Nancy Mahtagi
Alison Madaus
Heather and Adrian Madland
Ann McAle
Elizabeth and Thomas Maentz
Priscilla Magalée and Dan Wachter
John Maggi
Deborah Magicson
Carole Magnuson
Colleen Maguire
Chris Mahieu
Gladys and Randy Maid
Ann and Robert Malinowski
Marin Malkin
Theodore Mallassch
Laurie Mallon

Peter Mayer
Deborah Mazey
Ali and Zekai Mekki and Khai Waterman
Susan Manzari
Steven McCoy
Beverly and James McAdam
Mr. and Mrs. Chapin McCabe
Barbara McCann and Lisa Picco
Edward McCarthy
Mary and Kevin McConkey
Pamela and Michael McCreary
Marina and Richard McGuire
Matt and Michael Aragona
Lisa McDevitt
Michael McDonnell
Virginia McDonnell
John McDonough
Amanda McGregor
Gerald McGee
Gwen McGhee
Randy McGhee
Richard McGill
Gayle McGowan
Kathleen and Thomas McGrath
Thomas McGuire
James McHale
Meghan McNerny
Kristine McIntosh
Mia McKenna
Linda McKinsey and Bruce Yermack
Katherine McLellan
Kathleen and Charles McMahon
McMaster-Carr Supply Company
McMorran Properties
Nancy and Mark McMullen
Michael Mccurray
Frances and Hayes McNeel
Paul McNellis
Louisa and James McPharlin
James Mead
Vanessa and Donie Mearon
Florece Mede
Christie and Chris Medin
Celinda Medrano
Linda Meisel
Jennifer Meisenheimer
M. Melendez
Eugenia Melzer
Catharine Melvin
Patricia Medler
Helen Menarik
Maria and Ulen Mendizabal
Phyllis Menter
Frances Tuite and Simon Meredith
Michael Neale and Philip Mergener
Lauren Mermel
Katrina Merry
Leslie Mertz
Judy Metzger
Joseph Metzger
Maureen and Michael Metzger
Eileen Meyer
James Meyer
Rory Miano
Mark Michaels
Marlo Michalek
Peter Michuda
Amanda Middleton
Stephanie Grabinski and James Middleton
Victoria and Tim Midgett
Paige and Hakon Minned
Robert Michniak
Melinda Milenkovich

An Miller
Barbara and Timothy Miller
Carrie Miller
Jeffrey Miller
Lea Miller
Linda Miller
Sheila and Paul Miller
William Miller
David Mills
Sondra Milovich
Lucyna Minner
Thomas Minner
Cassandra Mintaillou
Holly Miranda
Emily Mitchell
Margaret Mitchell
Mary Milten
Floyd Mitleman
Kathy and Larry Mitton
Jack Mlaek
Jodie Moeller
Clarence Moench
Laura Moffett
Naoko Mobi
Neil Moglin
Honor Mogul
Mary Beth and Robert Mohn
Michelle Molaj-Dopp
Paula Moles
Ralph Molina
Susan Monahan
Sandy and John Moninger
Cynthia Moody
Joseph Moore
Marilyn Moore
Michelle Moore
Stella Moore
Lara Moran
Lara Morask
Lee Morava
Linda Moravec
Morgan Stanley
Kerry Morley
Kathryn Morici
Christopher Morin
Zorine Morton
Melissa Moss
Vicky Motyka
Holly Mrazeck and Christopher Venable
Jane Mrofka
Iolly and Marty Mrozek
Janice Much
Lara Mueller
Phillip Mueller
Kathryn Mullins
Multiple Choices, Inc.
Muno, Inc.
Elizabeth Munzenrider
Gladys and John Murphy
Mary Murphy
Mary Katherine Murphy
Maureen Murphy
William Murray
Charity Musial
Daniel Musolf
Jacqueline Mutmansky
Kathleen Myral
Mraha and Jack Nahigian
Nature's Best
Hilliary Naught and Aaron Fitch
Joan Neal
Alan Nelson
Lisa Nelson
Michael Nemeth
Kieran Nestor
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Karen Rosales  
Anne Rose  
Nancy and Scott Rosen  
Stuart Rosen  
Ann Rosenbaum  
Rebecca Rosenblom  
Steven Rosenbloom  
Honey and Howard Rosenfeld  
Daniel Rosenthal  
Mary Ross  
Patrick Ross  
Richard Rossen  
Susan Rost  
Laura Roth  
Susan and Mark Roths  
Jean Rothbarth  
Mark Rothenberg  
James Rowan  
Emily Rowe  
Sandra and Mark Rowland  
Sally Roy  
Gigi Rozpersal  
Judith Rubin  
Susan Rubin  
Melissa and Al Ruck  
Debbi Rudnick  
Robert Ruffatto  
Vanessa and Juan Ruiz  
Mercedes Ruiz  
Amy Runion  
Jeffrey Ruppel  
Rush University Medical Center Dept - Maternal Child Nursing  
Jane Russell and Michael Leen  
Sarah Russell  
Michele Rust  
Gina and Mark Ruttle  
Anne Ryan  
Kevin Ryan  
Marty Ryan  
Rita Ryan  
Timothy Ryan  
Carol Rymsza  
Robert Rybnerk  
William Sachse  
Kathleen Saddei  
Gina Sadler  
Kimberly Salamone  
Pamela Salway and Eric Frick  
Roseann and Thomas Saldana  
Laura and Ernest Saldivar  
David Salinas  
Deborah Sales-Campbell  
Anne and Michael Salt  
Michelle Salter  
Roger Saltman  
Jane Samrick  
Kenneth Samson  
Mary and David Samyn  
Rhonda Sanderson  
Sherrie Sanderson  
Julie Sanford  
Marcia Santos  
Dolores Santucci  
Debbie and Steven Saputa  
Jeff Sara  
Lindsay Sara and Karl Janowski  
Michele Saron  
Steve Saratore  
Mark Sarna  
Dilip Sarwate  
Ron Satenstein  
Jennifer Sawdey  
Alan Sax  
Ann Sayre  
SBC Employee Giving  
Kathie Scanlan  
Gloria Schaffer  
Michael Scheigt  
Kenneth Schew  
Lisa and Jason Schertz  
Jennifer Schiller  
Rita Schiltz  
Ryan and Matthew Schiltz  
Patricia Schimek  
Laura Schipits  
Stephen Schlegel  
Dolores and Robert Schleser  
Eunice Schmidt  
Karyn Schmidt  
Abigail Schmitt  
Linda and Paul Schmutzler  
Erica Schmidt  
Diane Schneider  
Theresa Schneider  
Julie Schoenfeld  
Markene and Robert Scholl  
Monica Schrager  
Robin and David Schrauth  
Don Schroeder  
Emily Schroeder  
Ellen and Timothy Schroll  
Rochelle Schuller  
Karen Schulte  
Wanda and Marshall Schultz  
Tracy Schultz  
Mark Schultze  
Elizabeth Sharp  
Elizabeth and Jeff Sharp  
Penelope Shaw  
Shea, Paige & Rogal, Inc.  
Peggy and William Sheehan  
Lori Shehnitz  
Sandra and John Shelton  
Hille Sheppard  
Dorie Sher  
John Sheridan  
Anne Shearin  
William Sherry  
Mary Shimkus  
Sarah Showalter  
Jill Shultman  
Alissa and Jon Shulkin  
Gary Shuman  
Robert Siebert  
Melissa and Damien Siegel  
Amanda and Scott Siegel  
Gloria Sieff and Mike Mikulecky  
Irene Siemer  
Paul Siemer  
Donna Sierro  
Fumeka Sihlali  
Astrida Silins  
Judd Silver  
Dina Silverman  
Jo Ellen Silverman  
Murray Simon  
Naowna Simon  
Denise and Paul Simon  
Sharon and George Simontais  
Kim and Tony Sineni  
Prity Sinha  
Christine Sinnott  
Elaine Sisto  
St Stay Read!  
Amy Skeen  
Joan and Donald Skiba  
Wyndi Sklud  
Jennifer Skinner  
Catherine and Lester Skubal  
Linda and George Skulavik  
Anna Skulska  
Jansie Slater  
Jaime Slattery  
Shannon and Bob Slechter  
Lisa Boone and Mark Slezk  
Michelle Slezewski  
Joseph Slocia  
Jacinda Slob  
Jaime Sletten  
Susan Sloat  
Debra Slowinski  
Debra Slusinski  
Wilma Smoker  
Patricia and Charles Smith  
Lynne and G. Dean Smith  
Jennifer Smith  
Alberta and John Smith  
Julia Smith  
Kimberly Smith  
Marjorie Smith  
Geraldine and Norbert Smith  
Robert Smith  
Susan Smith  
Trisha Smtznik  
Jennifer Smyth  
Leslie and Donald Snyder  
Bunny Snyder  
Theresa and David Snyder  
Gayla and Dennis Snyder  
Ann and John Snyder  
Amy and Joe Sobin  
Ellen and Walter Sochacki  
Jill and Leif Soderberg  
Sandy and Joseph Sofere  
John Somberg  
Elizabeth Sonderby  
Katherine Sopranos  
Barbara Sorenson  
Morten Sorenson  
Catherine Sorensen  
Monika and Mario Soria Caruso  
Wendy Sorkin  
Motria and George Soskeno  
Vicki Spacko  
Marra and Marc Spanjer  
Glenam Spaulding  
Kevin and Fred Spears  
Susan and George Stel  
Lydia Spiecle  
Dawn Sprey  
Deanna and Mike Spranze  
Terri Spratt  
William Spriger  
Susan Spoonin  
David St. Martin  
Mary Stafford  
Ellen and David Stafman  
Eileen and William Stahl  
Steve Stahler  
Douglas Stanley  
Andrea Starlin  
Justen Starik  
Marjorie Steadman  
Maurice Stocko  
Matthew Stefanich  
Lori Stein  
Nancy and Ronald Stein  
Michelle Steinberg  
Andrea Stoger  
Dale Stern  
Patty Sternberg  
Ann Stevens  
Julie Stevens  
Linda Stevens and Anthony Battastini  
Patty Stevens  
Robin Stevenson  
Linda Stikklen  
Julie Stillwell  
Joyce Crawford and Philip Stock  
Barbara Stoeckel  
Barbara Stoffie  
Maureen Stojack  
Miranda Stoker  
Kim and Scott Stokes  
Chas Stoltz and Brian Kennedy  
Dianne Stone  
Kristi Stout  
Dianne and Charles Strain  
Kristen Strawbridge  
Joanna and Brian Struck  
Delora Stroz  
David Sturdy  
Shel Styler  
Joan Sutch  
David Sullivan  
Karen Sullivan  
Sarah Sullivan  
Janet Summer  
Hollis and Eugene Sunshine  
Debra Superczynski  
Delaney Susie  
Roy Svenson  
Donna Szwodba  
Barrie Swanson  
Patricia and Don Swanson  
Alison Swanston-Kambers  
Noell Sverdlock  
Bruce Swiech  
Thomas Swigart
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2007 Memorials & Tributes

Gifts made between October 16, 2006 and March 31, 2007 in memory of the following people

Al by the Youngsteadt Family and in memory of Stuart's Dad Acc by the Youngsteadt Family
The father of Benjamin Bailey by Carol and Craig Levin
Eugenia A. Bar by Marie and George Holland, Ms. & Mrs. Roger Rice, Weslie Bellini, Darlene Maloney, Dyaed Peck and Tony Mundo, Karen Cundill, Thomas Clancy and Dana Green
Mr. & Mrs. Bellini's mother by Esther Egan
Mr. Blacher by Randy Sampson
Lorraine Burke by Paulette S. Pickett
Sara Chapman by Sara's Strays Foundation, Margaret E. Currin
Benito Choy by Crystal Smith
Pearl Maloney Couch by Kathleen Moore and her co-workers at Northwestern Memorial Hospital
Mark H. Daniel by Michael Wynne
Mary Doulas by Noreen Hanson
Donald Wilcox Drake by Don and Shirley Diersen, Mr. & Mrs. Bartosiak, and Mr. and Mrs. Casey
“Mary Ellen” by Kathleen Brown
George Fair by Audrey Hoppe
Alfred Funk by Pivot Point International, Helen H. Patterson, Hildegar Wegner, Janet Richrath, Jim Grigsby, Karen Hansen, Margaret Hay, Marjorie Haisen, Tian Xia and Fei Xia, Virginia A. Funk, Lavaun Krause
Ashley Gelflraud/Fitzmaurice by Martin Gapshis
Elymore Glab by Rodger & Kathy Kadet
Joan Golen by James R. Pzanka
Esther Greenbaum by Harriet Goldstein
Carole Hanlon by Laura Blackwell
Richard T. Hardy by Geraldine Barrett, Geraldine Boese, Wayne Whalen, Bridget Ozolins and Harold Neely, Carl Pat McCormick, Scott and Jennifer McCormick, Carolyn and Al Herzog, Charlotte Nofal, Coverall Cleaning Concepts, Dina Marquardt, Denise H. Schulz, Freddy and Myrna Simes, Friends of Cathy @ Carson Pine Scott, Kathy Stanford, Laura Mawowski and Cyndie Manyenny, Leticia Chcessani and Meg Marti, Margaret Appar, Maria Drubczynski, Mark and Virginia David, Mary Cast, Michele Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Flav, Nancy C. Hardy, Nancy M. Corinville, Noreen Raj, Outcome, LLC., Robert and Christine Flood, Rosemary Polneke, Rosemary Sullivan, Sally Springer, Sharon, The Corinville Family, Alexx M.
Tate, Mr. and Mrs. J.H. Hill, C. Marion Hunsperger by Elena Yaztek and Ellen Meyers
Marion Ide and Anne Klosowski by Robin Stevenson
Jane by Sue and Steve Mendelewski
Joseph Krupa by Joanne, Peter, Jenny and David Krouwer
Sherri LaVeita's Grandmother by Bridget Smith
Butch Lemke by Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Bros.
Craig L. Levin by American Express Foundation
Emmet Molloy by Kathleen Brown
Dina Mansur’s mother by Barbara and Larry Greenwald
Robert L. Marshall Sr. by Juli Brainard, Debbie Briner, Amy Pihera, and Kirsten Anderson and Alex's Girl Scout Troop, The Ehemann Family, Elaine Henny and Barbara Naussad, Juleen and Joaquin Varela, Robert and Lynne Stadler, Hollister Incorporated, Wayne and Sandy Taublen, Craig and Melissa Frier, Marcene Schwartz, Tracey Lunde
The mother of Ms. Harlene Matyas by Natalie Mazzuca
Joelie Meikle by Marlene Cohen, Arnold Kabe, Carly & Stacy Kaber, Michael A. Swarzman, Nancy B. Seabury, Brenda and Chris Angel of the Spinney Family
Paul Natenberg by Kathleen Brown
Jamie Owen’s Grandfather by the Ohly Merchandising Team
Peggy by Chuck and Myrna Maksimik
Marylyn Phillips by Greg & Kelly Broz
Bill Piper by Mary Kris Derry
Marilyn Queteler by Louisa Wiegel, Mary T. Schindl
Mrs. Irene Rago by Kathleen Brown
Vivian Sazma by Martin Morgan
Don L. Sharp by Jim & Frank Ieraci and Jack Hipak, Kenneth and Mildred Brickman, Penelope Cate, Draper and Kramer
Nancy Stahl by Rita Schiltz
Mrs. Henrietta Stember by Terry C. Richards
Bernhardt Von Koller by Phyllis and Ron Shepherd
Charles Waltman by Margaret S. Hart
Laurel Weihler by Cate Causey
Dr. Walter Wilkey by Susan and Stuart Fried
Canama Yeu- Ping Yee by Jeanne Wolf and cats
Raymond Zenner by Friends of Gary Lynch, Jill Pilacik

In Memory of Cynthia Weglarz Rountree

Cynthia Weglarz Rountree was a woman with many passions, including family, nature, and animals. By the time she finished high school, Thia, as she was called, knew she wanted to make a difference in the effort to protect the environment. She chose to study Urban Planning at the University of Illinois, a major that aims to create a society in which we live in harmony with nature.

After graduation, Thia went on to study law at the University of Oregon, a school on the leading edge of environmental protection. There, she assisted an environmental attorney on a case involving an endangered species of fish. It is also where she met her husband, Michael Rountree. Cynthia, Michael, and their dog McKenzie moved to Memphis, Tennessee in late 2001. They found a home on a lake that provided many opportunities for enjoying the outdoors and adopted a Cocker Spaniel they named Bailey from a local pet rescue.

A severe brain hemorrhage tragically ended Cynthia’s young life on December 27, 2001. Her family and friends created The Cynthia Weglarz Rountree Fund in her memory, to support efforts to protect, preserve, and restore natural resources for the well-being of the human, plant, and animal communities.

Last July, The CWR Fund held an event in Thia’s memory – called “Friends, Tails, Cabaret...” – to benefit PAWS Chicago The event was a huge success, and her family is underwriting a garden bench on the Rooftop Garden of the new PAWS Adoption & Humane Center in the name of their beloved Thia.
Gifts made between October 16, 2006 and March 31, 2007 in honor of the following people

Deborah Alexander by Deborah Alroth
Joanne Alexander by Gwen Stern & Associates
Yesenia Alverio by Terry Nicola
The Anderson's and Carol Maryan by Libby Gilmore and Darren Brink
Erik Anderson by Karen, cris and Tango Sagastume
Dr. Rizwan Arayan by Terry Nicola
Jim & Merri Bader by Roberta and Dave Hahn
Joe Bader by Roberta and Dave Hahn
Tom & Sue Bader by Roberta and Dave Hahn
Mrs. Marcy Baim by Donna and Fred Entin
Elona Balyansy by Alice Lerman and Barker & Meowsky, Faris and Maria Nijim
Gretchen Balzer by Mark Kowal
Ed Bancroft by Gwen Stern & Associates
Erin Barkauskas by Laura Bingham
Cristie Baron by Edward Moore
Erin and Larry Bauer by Jane Caldwell
Mark Benkoske and Amy Horton by Lucy Kiesefica
Hal Bergen by Cynthia & Seymour Goldberg
AJ & Alison Blaskovich by Jennifer Hartnett, Matt, Layla & Lexi
Christine Bosas & Matt Beer by Paul Hybel & Elizabeth Raymond
Ed & Annette Bruno by Roz Byrne
Campbell / Thatcher Wedding by Jennifer Campbell and Jim Thatcher
Jim and Suzann Campbell, Colin and Sharon Brevik
Dolph Chaney & Kerry Hill by Christopher Bennigton William Ciganek by Dave, Andy, Blake, Lance and Kathleen Michals
Bill and Sherry Coffing from Steve and Kelly Coffing
Kathleen and Ryan Colvert Wedding by Anne Palmer
Grace Congiu by Jay Austin
Jim & Laura Cooney by Kirsten and Todd Klein, Daniel Schwartz and Jessica Maretta, Brock Barcwyn and Todd Klein, Kathleen and Bill Bremer.
Gail Costikyan by Lisa, John, Ryan and Mady Ogorek
M.J. Dachtera by Jean Follett
Mary & Carl Dampier by Roberta and Dave Hahn
In honor Gracie and in memory of Ninja by Kristine Dechter
Demers’ Vinton Wedding by Heather Vinton and Paul Demers
Lisa Dent by Bob and Kathy Hansen and Nancy Johnson and the US99 Vacation Group
Jody Detzel by Fern and Dan the Dog
The Devin Family by Jan, Hoss and Virgil Barkell
Frank DiLeonardi by Gwen Stern & Associates
Dona & Jim Dostal by Judith and Jay O’Keefe
Lyman Dragosic by Gwen Stern & Associates
Margie Dvorsky by Linda, Jim, Katharine & Alexander Estes
Rob and Kathy Egbert by Jim and Della Nichols
Bruce Haas & Phillip Emigh by Alice and Steve Haas
Eden Essex by Roz
Leda Favor by Gwen Stern & Associates
Cisley Felix by Brie Thomas
Keri Fiore by Sarah Walsh
Stina Fish by Paul Fish
Joe Gange by Sara Hoerdenman
Ann Gerber and Bernie Kaplan by Nancy Berman
Terry Ghiotto by Nancy Missimi, Diane and Alexx
Joyce Gill by Terry Nicola
Caithlin Golder by Joan Golder
Paul Goodman by Rachel Goodman
Goodwin / Ford Wedding by Angi Goodwin and Will Ford
Anna K. Gordon by Dad, Maria and Andrew
Danielle Gordon & Ted Williams by Dad, Maria and Andrew
Linda Gordon by Steve Rubin
Kylie Gordon by Margaret Gordon
Rob & Cathy Graettinger by Anonymous
The Graves Family by Margaret Graves
Margot Hackett by Megan Thiibert
Rita Hamann by Cricket Grell
Joy Harbourn by Keri, Shay & Ronin
Julie Hartvigsen by Jennifer Wyne
Ms. Kathleen Healy, Ms. Susan Kmiecik, and Ms. Judy Kwecinski by Anonymous
Valerie Hedges by Richard Liberson
Rhoda Herzoff by Betty Volkman
Leigh Hinrichs by Erik Hinrichs
Dave Hinschelwood by Susan Chambers
John Hornyak by Jackie Freeman
Dr. Mark Hutchinson by Terry Nicola
Dominic Iovine by Sandra and Bart Vorpick
Chuck and Candace Jordan by Meredith Burkhart
John & Shelly by Rebecca and Steve Judd
Claudia and Rick Johnson by Gwen Stern & Associates
Kathy Kennedy by Gwen Stern & Associates
Bonnie Kinney by Cassandra Okoye
Ben and Ann Kiesefica by Lucy Kiesefica
Elizabeth Hale Knox by Cassandra Okoye
Deborah Kodos by Ann Rosenbaum
The Brad Kopek-Lauren Bonick Wedding by Lawrence and Marilyn Bonick
Laurie Kopta by Roberta and Dave Hahn
Karen Kramer by Deborah Bailey
Margarita Kunze by Gwen Stern & Associates
Allan Lubart by Ann Lubart
Chris Lake by Diane Wehrwein
Larry and Erin by B. Jane Caldwell
Mr and Mrs. Kee Lee by Claude and Karen Crawshaw
Luella Lew and Family by Ellen, Paul and Kiki Hayes
Dr. Susan Liszewski by Pat, George, Kaitlyn and Alyson Schneider
Donald Lyons by Jacqueline & Lawrence Chesler
Cindy MacFarland by Sarah Joutras
Prof. Susan Maclachlan by John Andrew Wright
Kathy Madison by Jarman Travel
Marilyn Manani by Sandra and Michael Daulton
April Markul by Eddie J. Markul
Bob Martinek by Agnete Pfeilnd

(continued on next page)

In Memory of Don Sharp

Don Sharp was owner and president of Universal Insurance, Inc., a life insurance brokerage firm. But there was nothing he enjoyed more than curling up on a Sunday afternoon with his two Havanese, Tapa and Rugby, watching a baseball game and sharing snacks with the “boys”. They were inseparable in bed, on the sofa, or on daily walks through Lincoln Park.

Don had loved all of his pets – Ceasir the Beagle, Misty the Poodle mix, Tobi the Afghan hound, and Noir the cat. During the time Don was going through cancer treatments the bond with Tapa and Rugby grew even stronger. They stayed by his side through it all, providing comfort and love.

When Don passed away on September 23, 2006 at the age of 69, he was survived by his wife Sharon, daughter Laura, son Kip, and two grandchildren.

When choosing an organization to receive memorial donations in his name, Don selected PAWS Chicago, which he felt would acknowledge the joy and comfort he received from his “boys”.
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Gifts made between October 16, 2006 and March 31, 2007 in memory of the following pets

a pet by Virginia Hamilton Holden
a pet by Elyse Linn
Toby Anagnost by Nancy Meyerson
Squeaky Anthony by Jill Shulman
Amos Bailey by Dorothy Kohn
Judith Barahal's pet by Chris Witting
Pang Bardauskis by Ron and Margaret Hettinger
Willy Bellis by Miriam Kastil
Jack Berger by Marcia Saper
Truffles Bergman by Patrice Ann Simon
Aberdeen Berliner by Jerome Stemnock, Lynn Cobb-Alvarez
Bud & Winston Biegel by Jill Biegel
Buddy Rea Bigg by The Bigg Family
Max Bogden by Ginette Qualey
Buddha Aktay Booty by Jennifer Loomis, Jennifer M. Krasula, Joyce F. McGreevy
Snickers Broadway by Kelly Broadway
Oz Buchanan by Kerry Cullen Sookswat
Budha by DeMarie and Sadie Obrodovich
Sam Burke by Clinton, Megan, Floyd & Chester Thibert
Zoe Carter-Ellow by Rosemary Withaeger
Snoopy Castner by Kimberly A. Castner
Charlie by Christine Geymer
Chloe by Jim, John and Friends
Gracie Cibylak by Sandi and Larry King
Dixie Cohen by Linda Gordon
Cloudy Conway by Mary A. Kieffer
Oliver Costanzi by Josh Wear
D boy by Richard A. Blair
Boog Desenis by E.S. Peterson
Dudley by Robert Nagy and Lisa Smith, Linda Leahy
Pippin Fasseas by Linda Leahy
Babe Fenner by Ellyn Sisser and Peter Weinberg
Ariella Fields by Elena Yatzek, Ellen Meyers, Pat Knox
Ashley Fitzmaurice - Gebraud by Sherry and Dick Frenzel, Miriam Kastil
Casey Friedman by Carol Sax and Bobbe Moore
Rosie Gabriel by Nisha Gabriel
Willie Giles by Patricia Melzer
Molly Gottlieb by Priya and Chris Kulkarni
Rocky Greenblatt by Lynda Zalutsky
Triscuit Gregg by Paul and Mary Cannella
Maxine Gricus by Nancy Abraham
Monster Griffith by Capra and Reap Beam and their Family
Romeo Gross by Sue and Dave Gertz
Shadow Hagensick by The Asseo Family
Misty June Hardie by Nancy Nicholson Zarawski
Jazz Harris by Tiffany and Chloe Owen
Mazzy Helmian by Michael and Lisa Hellman
Max Henderson - Melesio by Douglas Elliott and Michael
Clio Hentz by Julie Peckham
Abby Herzoff by Rhoda L. Herzoff
Purrcy Hight by Mary Rudnik
Sylvie Hodson by Victoria Hodson
Beau Hoffman by Julie Muszynski 2-19-07
Eloise James by Patricia Joyce Melzer
Newman Jensen by Patricia and Barry Yuen
Goose Jacobson by Alison Boehme
Michael Karp by Judy Grossman
Misha Kaufman by Marguerit Soshnik
Jamie King by Hal Weinberger
Savannah Jane Kline by Ruth Kline
Baron Kricke by Pam Levy
Kodi Kunik by Jack, Cadence, Jersey, Mike and Jena Kimney
Cubby Kurschat by Erich Kurschat
Bailey Levy by Judy Grossman
Puppy & Mugsy London by Judy Grossman
Beloved Maltese by Barbara Lee Cohen
Sharples Maranto by Janine Stroemer
Hustle Marks by Daniel, Nichols, Caryn and Todd Golin
Kitty Marksteiner by Nancy Wiemer
Freddie Matlin by Denise Aridzone
Aspen Mauricia by Stefanie Murdock
Indy Mazzolini by Jill & Frank Trainer
Pecan McGill by Ginette Qualey
Woody McMahen by Pamela Myerson - Gratz
Smoky Mercer - Mock by Teri Gidwitz
Micia by Madzia and Piotrek
Toast Michalek by Linda Leahy
Ellie Mae Milles by Jean Metzler
Duke Millman by Michele Rosenmutter

Sadie Miska by Judy Grossman
Virginia Moravec by J.B. Padgett
Shauna Moss by Elisa and Jordan Moss
Griffin Nathenson by Allegra, Carmina, Emma, Petite, Rico and all the other WPSCA cats
Alley Nelson - Ritzel by Elyse Sissy and Peter Weinberg
Madeline Nothwehr by Janet Ehmam-Baker
Stinky Ortiz by Carmelita Rocha
Franklin Ostrander by Carrie McNally
Diesel Park by Corrine Norton
Buffy Petersen by The Staff at Chicago Dog Walkers
Kona Phil by Pam Levy
Ginger Pisazcek by Debra Marabotti
Little Freddie Cat Qualizza by Mary Molinero
Parce Que by Arlene Margolis
Puppy Rothschild by Virginia L. Barry
Sprocket Ruck by Al Ruck
Lincoln Russell by Ellyn Sisser and Peter Weinberg
Arna Ryckeghem by Debbie, Skip and Rex Evensen
Charlie Salyers by Charlie’s Family, Erica Sarakatis
Eddy Sarno by Betty L. Volkmair
Gadget Scheler by Elyse Novak
Jesse Schors by The McCarthy’s
Watchman Seaton by Mitchell Kaufman
Teddy Shabad by Judy Grossman
Simpkins Sims by Christine DiGangi-Hughes
Daisy Sippil by The Bernstein’s, The Horn’s, The Jordan’s and The Magits
Mary Ellen Sover’s pet by Beth, Nestor, Gus and Clio Eladas
Pete Sweeney by The Jakota Family
Sherlock & Davis Tabor by Stephanie & Andy Tabor
Vestka Tang by ShareASale
Callie Taylor by Carol Ransom
Byron Trinidad by Jeffery Conway and Wally Pansing
Murphy Tsimis by Chicago Dog Walkers
Fido Tyminski by Lisa Toma
Sonny Vassilos by Claire Durkes
Sully Walker by Sarah Poetsch
Jackson Warner by Sally Warner and Edward Fagan
Mother Winokur by Rhoda L. Herzoff
Moses Worchester by Elizabeth Worchester, Emily L. Turner, Neil Turner, Suzanne Hitcho
Tyler Yale by Sara Albrecht
Bailey Zitale - Skinner by Brian Smith

For any occasion—birthdays, anniversaries, holidays, or memorials—honor someone special and help save lives by purchasing a PAWS Chicago tribute card. Orders can be placed online at www.pawschicago.org or by calling (773) 890-5116. Suggested donation is $50, but donors of $100 or more may have their names posted on the PAWS Chicago website honoring or memorializing the special person or pet. Honors or memorials totaling more than $1,000 will receive a special tribute or memorial feature in Angel Tales.
When Angie and Bill DeMars rescued Mimi from Animal Control in August of 2002, they saved a life. With pneumonia, and a severe back injury, Mimi spent her first two months recovering.

Animal lovers truly understand the universal laws of karma—by giving so much of ourselves to defenseless, voiceless pets, we receive so much more in return.

A small Maltese named Mimi contributed so much to the lives of her rescuers. She brought Angie and Bill to the first Fur Ball in 2002, prompting their involvement with PAWS Chicago. (Mimi never missed a PAWS party!) In the ensuing five years, the DeMars have become leaders in the PAWS community, co-chairing the last two Fur Balls, volunteering, and now Angie has been elected to the PAWS Board of Directors.

As Angie said, “I realized through Mimi that I wanted to be involved with a worthwhile organization that would not only rescue animals, but would do so by providing good quality of life and always finding ways to do more for the animals.”

Mimi inspired Angie’s entrepreneurism, guiding her to buy Noah’s Ark Pet Supply in Winnetka in March of 2003, and bringing a tremendous pet resource to the North Shore. Hundreds of PAWS pets have found homes through Noah’s Ark. Thousands more will find homes through Mimi’s Room in the new PAWS Chicago Adoption & Humane Center in Lincoln Park.

Mimi, you will be greatly missed by all at PAWS, but your memory continues to help the homeless pets of Chicago and beyond.
ADOPT a **Homeless Pet**

These precious homeless dogs and cats are looking for new families to open their homes and hearts to them. To see all the available PAWS Chicago pets in need of new homes, please visit [www.pawschicago.org](http://www.pawschicago.org)

---

### Bear & Scruffy

An elderly gentleman passed away, leaving his three dogs, including seven-year old littermates Bear and Scruffy, homeless. A concerned neighbor called PAWS Chicago to help find new homes. Bear looks more like a chow and Scruffy like a terrier. They are both very laid back and extremely friendly. Although neither is particularly found of cats, they adore people and would make a great duo for a family looking to give a band of brothers a home.

---

### Isis

Isis is a lost soul looking for a loving family and home. She was in the middle of her spay surgery at PAWS Chicago when our vet noticed a small lump on her back. Her x-rays identified a small pellet from a bb gun lodged in her back, likely resulting from her time on the streets. PAWS Chicago removed the pellet and Isis is now recovering and awaiting her forever home.

---

### Sara

Sara is a 3 year-old shepherd mix who loves to play, play, play! She was given up to a shelter, but we aren’t sure why. She is very high-energy with lots of love to give! Sara would probably excel at a training course, possibly agility, because she is incredibly intelligent. She is very independent, but also loves to snuggle! She would make a great dog for a family looking to add a smart and sassy new member!

---

### Fancy

This kitty never fails to live up to her name. Fancy is an 11 month-old calico/tortoise-shell mix who loves to chase toys and play the day away. She would transition well into any home – she loves other cats and doesn’t mind the company of dogs either!

---

### PAWS ALUMNI

**Stay Committed to the PAWS Cause**

PAWS alumni dogs and cats, and their adoptive families, often stay in touch and continue to support PAWS Chicago. Whether it’s attending events or alumni parties, keeping in touch with siblings and foster parents, or updating the Alumni page at [www.pawschicago.org](http://www.pawschicago.org), there is a life-long bond: once a PAWS dog or cat, always a PAWS dog or cat. Please keep us updated and stay part of our family.

---

### Zeus & Zelda

**Zeus and Zelda**, PAWS names Deeter and Frenchie, are doing fabulous! They are like long lost best friends. They do everything together and our family loves them very much so! Thank you PAWS- We are all very happy! The Pikes family and our zoo!

---

### Gorbie

**Gorbie**, PAWS name Christian, is doing great. He is the most curious cat we’ve ever met and gets into everything, including grocery bags, luggage, and drywall. To say he keeps us on our toes is an understatement! He makes us laugh and keeps our other cat entertained. But he has a soft heart and loves to cuddle too. Here is a picture of him doing what he does best...playing with a cat toy!

Thanks again, Chas Stoltz and Brian Kennedy

---

### Clark & Addison

Hi PAWS!

**Clark and Addison** Howe (PAWS names Chopin and Gershwin) are doing TERRIFIC! They are best buds and couldn’t be more fun. We’re madly in love with them and they with us. Enjoy the picture of our darling boy and girl!

- Susan and Willie Howe

---

### Sammi & Rudy

**Rudy** (PAWS name Joel) and **Sammi** (PAWS name Marissa) are great! They are healthy, happy, and keeping us on our toes! The picture shows them in their preferred setting - on the basement couch - after a hard afternoon of playing with us and each other! Thanks for everything!

John, Jill, Emily, & Miles Blim
EXPERT REAL ESTATE SERVICES
TO HELP YOU (AND YOUR 4-LEGGED FRIENDS) BUY OR SELL A HOME

Member, Professional Board of PAWS

Jennifer with Uli + Waldo

JENNIFER SOUTH
JSouth@DreamTown.com • 312.613.8021 • JenniferSouth.com

Your support directly translates into more lives saved!

Angel Tales is printed on recycled paper and by using environmentally friendly processes. Please recycle this magazine.

Your support directly translates into more lives saved!

Angel Tales is printed on recycled paper and by using environmentally friendly processes. Please recycle this magazine.

5% of any commission I earn from a sale or purchase with a PAWS Chicago member will be donated back to PAWS Chicago.